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1. Antiferromagetic Spintronics:
Motivation and Goals

Although antiferromagnetically (AFM) ordered spins were discovered in the first
half of the 20th century they were long time considered as a theoretically inter-
esting magnetic state, however, without any technological application. This can
be illustrated from a quote of the Nobel lecture of Louis Neél in 1970: ’A large
number of AFM materials is now known: these are generally compounds of the
transition metals containing oxygen or sulphur. They are extremely interesting
from the theoretical viewpoint, but do not seem to have any applications.’[1]

20 years later, AFM were theoretically described in almost every textbook,
however, any technological application was still not predicted, as mentioned for
example in [2]: ’As a result of the zero spontaneous magnetization within the
domains and the consequent low permeability and susceptibility of AFM they do
not find many technological applications.’

First technological application of AFM occured with development of magnetic
memory based on the giant magnetoresistance effect. AFM materials are used
as a stabilization element to hold the magnetization orientation of one of the
ferromagnetic layers via the exchange coupling between AFM and FM. This lead
to growing interest in AFM materials as mentioned also in a textbook from the
year 2003: ’Moreover, there is a growing interest in AFM materials that originates
from the application of the exchange-bias effect in spin valves, field sensors and
non-volatile magnetic random access memories (M-RAMs).’ [3]

The use of AFM materials as an active element of a spintronic device was
predicted first theoretically in 2010 [4] and confirmed experimentally in 2011
[5]. Park et al. demonstrated that AFM material IrMn can exhibit tunneling
anisotropic magnetoresistance. This and following experiments [6, 7, 8] showed
that some of the effects well known from FMs can be repeated in AFMs. Com-
pared to FM, AFM coupled moments have, however, several important advan-
tages as will be in more details discussed later.

To fully exploit the potential of the AFM spintronics, some of the major ques-
tions need to be solved. Two of the most important ones are how to detect and
how to effectively manipulate the AFM moments. The rigidity of AFM moments
against external field that makes AFM appealing for spintronic application is in
the same time the main hurdle when AFM moments should be tilted or even
switched. Another actively studied problem of AFM spintronics is fabrication of
suitable materials for ”semiconductor AFM spintronics”. As will be discussed in
chapter 2, one of the major drawback of combing semiconducting and ferromag-
netic properties into one material is the lack of room temperature ferromagnetic
semiconductors. This is, however, not true for materials combing semiconducting
and AFM properties and many of AFM semiconductors exist as discussed in the
introduction of chapter 4. The spintronic functionality of AFM semiconductors
was, however, not demonstrated yet.

This thesis is focused on these two open problems of antiferromag-
netic spintronics - detection and manipulation of the AFM moments
and combination of semiconducting and antiferromagnetic properties
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into one material.
This thesis consists of four parts. After the motivation, the second chapter

contains a brief introduction to magnetism that is required to understand the ex-
perimental parts. Broader overview of recent spintronic research and the context
of this work is also mentioned here.

The third chapter is focused on a systematic study of AFM moments ma-
nipulation and detection in metals. Sample characterization and fabrication is
followed by the experimental results. Well known antiferromagnet IrMn was used
for fabrication of nanostructures which are afterwards studied by transport and
magnetometry methods. To manipulate the AFM moments we have employed
several effects known previously, in particular, the exchange spring effect and
cooling in an external magnetic field, and we studied in details the behavior of
AFM. We have detected the AFM moments orientation by tunneling anisotropic
magnetoresistance and we identified the conditions when spin-valve like signal
can be observed in AFMs. Finally, we have studied a novel approach to ma-
nipulate magnetic moments by spin torques. We have prepared nanostructures
including an ultra thin AFM, we developed a method to measure and separate
various current induced effects and we have observed the first indication of spin
orbit torque absorbed by an AFM.

The fourth chapter of the thesis is focused on fabrication and characterization
of a new promising materials for antiferromagnetic spintronics. We discuss the
route from ferromagnetic semiconductors towards the antiferromagnetic ones and
we study in detail one promising material - CuMnAs. We characterized samples
prepared by chemical synthesis and by epitaxial growth. Experimentally observed
exchange coupling on the interface CuMnAs/Fe is shown confirming the AFM
order and a basic spintronic functionality. Other potential sources of exchange
bias and exchange broadening (beside the AFM/FM interface) are discussed and
experimentally excluded.

The last part summarizes the achieved results.
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2. Introduction

Magnetism is a phenomenon originating in quantum physics that is studied in
various ways by a broad community of scientists. In the same time it is a phe-
nomenon that is extremely important for technological applications (starting from
a compass to a modern hard-drive) and therefore known also to almost everybody
outside the scientific community. Although it is far beyond the scope of this work
to describe the origin of magnetism, we will define terminology, relation between
variables and basic concepts of magnetism and exchange coupling in this chapter.
This will be a starting point to a short introduction to the magnetotransport and
thermo-electric phenomena that will be described in the section 2.3. In the last
section the spintronic research will be introduced and the recent understanding
of problems studied in this thesis will be briefly summarized.

2.1 Magnetism - Ferromagnetism and Antifero-

magnetism

To understand the origin of magnetism one needs to go into the nanoscale di-
mensions and study the magnetic properties on the atomic level. The origin of a
magnetic moment of an atom are the electron’s orbital motion, a change in the
motion caused by an external magnetic field and the electron’s spin. Here will
be given only a brief overview of quantities and notation that will be used in this
work [9, 2, 3, 10].

Energy of an electron with a magnetic momentum m and spin angular mo-
mentum mS in external magnetic field H is

E = −µ0m.H = gµBµ0HmS, (2.1)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space and g is the g-factor.
Torque T acting on a magnetic moment m is defined as

T = µ0m×H. (2.2)

The magnetization M is defined as a sum of magnetic moments in a unit
volume.

Magnetization depends on the external magnetic field. The response of a
material to an external magnetic field is described by the magnetic susceptibility
χ defined by the following equation [9]

χ =
M

H
. (2.3)

Based on the criteria how macroscopic materials respond to an external mag-
netic field we can divide them into several classes. The simplest and most natural
way is to define three group of materials summarized into Tab. 2.1 with corre-
sponding values of the magnetic susceptibility.

Historically much later, after identifying the three classes mentioned above,
several other magnetic phases were discovered. Based on their spin textures we
define ferrimagnets, helimagnetis, antiferromagnets and others. These materials
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Material χ Example
Diamagnet χ negative Silicon, Gold
Paramagnet χ ∼ 10−3 − 10−5 Aluminum, Platinum
Ferromagnet χ ∼ 50− 10000 Iron, Cobalt

Table 2.1: Classes of materials based on their response to an external magnetic
field and the corresponding values of susceptibility. [2]

belong to the same class as ferromagnets because the magnetic moments are
ordered. In the following paragraph we will briefly introduce classes of magnetic
phases relevant for this work.

Diamagnetism In diamagnetic materials all the electrons are paired (having
spin up and down compensating), therefore there is no permanent net magnetic
moment per atom. On the atomic level only the change of the orbital motion of
electrons under an external magnetic field gives rise to a diamagnetic response.
The susceptibility of diamagnets was explained in 1905 by Paul Langevin [11]
by considering electron motion around a nucleus as a current loop generating
magnetic moment. In zero magnetic field the total moment of two paired electrons
is canceled. In case of non-zero external magnetic field change of the magnetic flux
through the loop leads to an induced moment which is, in agreement with Lenz
law, in the opposite direction than the external magnetic field. The susceptibility
in the Langevin model of diamagnetism depends on the number of electrons Z
and number of atoms N in a volume V

χ =
M

H
= −N

V

e2µ0

6me

Z∑
i

〈R2
i 〉 (2.4)

me is electron mass, e is electron charge and Ri is the radius of the electrons
orbital. From Eq. 2.4 follows that diamagnetism is independent of temperature.
Majority of known elements in nature are diamagnetic.

Paramagnetims Paramagnetic (PM) properties are resulting from the pres-
ence of unpaired electrons. It means that, unlike in diamagnets, both the orbital
angular momentum and electron spin are contributing to the magnetic moment.
The magnetic moment of a paramagnet is positive when a positive external mag-
netic field is applied and for complete polarization (aligning all moments to the
direction of the applied field) infinitely high magnetic field is needed. Suscepti-
bility of a paramagnet follows Curie Law

χ =
C

T
(2.5)

C is a material constant including effective magnetic moment of paramagnet-
ic ion. Each material with unpaired electrons becomes paramagnetic at certain
temperature which can be very high for magnetically ordered materials. For ma-
terials that undergo transition from magnetically ordered state (as ferromagnet,
antiferromagnet etc) to paramagnet a more general form of Eq. 2.5 is valid

χ =
C

T − θ
, (2.6)
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where θ is a constant which is positive and equal to critical temperature TC for
materials undergoing FM-PM transition, and negative for materials undergoing
the AFM-PM transition at critical temperature TN .

Ferromagnetism Ferromagnets (FM) are a special class of materials in which
net magnetic moment persists also when external magnetic field is zero. FM
materials, similar to paramagnets, have unpaired electrons. The main differ-
ence is that, unlike PM without any collective interaction of atomic magnetic
moments, FM materials show very strong interaction between atomic moments.
Phenomenological explanation was given in 1907 by Pierre Ernest Weiss [12] by
introducing the Weiss molecular field. It is an effective field that aligns the neigh-
boring magnetic moments of atoms. It, however, does not act as an external field
since it does not fulfill the Lorentz force law. It can not be explained by any effect
known at that time (e.g. the dipole-dipole interaction). The origin of the Weiss
molecular field was explained thirty years later by including the spin degree of
freedom to the wave function of an electron. The spin-dependent Hamiltonian
leads to Heisenberg exchange energy expressed using the electrons spins Si as

Eex = −J
∑
i,j

SiSj, (2.7)

where J is the exchange constant characterizing the coupling between the spins
in a magnetically ordered material. It has positive values for FM materials and
negative for AFM materials.

There is only a small number of itinerant FM materials in nature (compared
to a high number of AFMs). A simple picture of competing kinetic and exchange
energy leads to the Stoner criterion which sets the condition if a material is FM
or PM. The material is FM if

J ·D(EF ) ≥ 1 (2.8)

where D(EF ) is the density of states at the Fermi level. The Stoner criterion is
fulfilled by only few materials, for example Cobalt, Iron or Nickel.

Heusler alloys Beside the magnetic elements, as Fe or Ni, also variety of al-
loys based on non-magnetic elements exhibit FM behavior. One example of these
materials are Heusler alloys [13] - FM alloys with fcc crystal structure and com-
position of atoms in ratio X2YZ (or XYZ for half Heusler alloys). Thanks to the
double-exchange mechanism between magnetic neighbors the alloy is magnet-
ic. This group of materials consists of more than 1500 alloys (from which more
than 250 compounds are semiconductors) whose properties can be predicted from
number of their valence electrons [14].

Because of the more complex interactions between the particular moments in
a FM material, the magnetization loop contains more information than in case of
paramagnetic or diamagnetic materials. In Fig. 2.1 an example of magnetization
as a function of applied magnetic field for a FM material is shown. The important
characteristics of a FM material, schematically indicated in Fig. 2.1, include:
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� Saturation magnetization MS, under sufficiently high magnetic field all the
magnetic moments are aligned and magnetization of a material is saturated.
MS is a characteristic property of a material. For example MS(Fe) ∼
1.7× 106 Am−1, MS(Permalloy) ∼ 0.63× 106 Am−1.

� Coercive field HC is the strength of the field needed to reduce the magnetic
induction to zero. In other words coercivity measures the ability of a FM
to withstand an external magnetic field without loosing the magnetization.
An expression for HC will be given later in this chapter.

� Remnant magnetization MR is the magnetization remaining when magnetic
field is zero.

Figure 2.1: Example of a magnetization loop of a FM material. Saturation
magnetization, Coercive field and Remnant magnetization are indicated.

The critical temperature at which material looses its FM properties is the
Curie temperature TC . In Fig. 2.2 (a) a typical temperature dependence of FM
magnetization is shown.

Antiferromagnetism Antiferromagnets (AFM) are materials in which the net
magnetic moment is zero although the magnetic moments are oriented; in this
thesis we will use term AFM moments for antiferromagnetically ordered mag-
netic moments. AFMs were longtime considered paramagnets until 1930’s when
L. Néel proposed the existence of another magnetically ordered state (almost
simultaneously with L. D. Landau who, however, did not believe for long time
that the AFM exist in nature [15, 16]). Several studies of materials with zero
net magnetic moment revealed very different temperature dependence of suscep-
tibility than expected for a paramagnet (summarized in [17]). The susceptibility
did not follow Curie law in the whole temperature range but exhibited a peak
at a certain temperature. The χ(T ) dependence was explained theoretically (for
example [18]) as a transition between paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic order.
The critical temperature, at which the AFM order appears, is the Néel temper-
ature TN and it corresponds to the maxima of the χ(T ) function. In 1949 the
AFM order existence was confirmed by neutron diffraction [19]. A typical exam-
ple of χ(T ) is shown in the right panel in Fig. 2.2: when an external magnetic
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Figure 2.2: Magnetization of a FM in external magnetic field (a) and suscepti-
bility of an AFM (b) as a function of temperature. Critical temperature of a FM
is called Curie temperature, for an AFM it is Néel temperature.

Material bulk TN source
Cr 67 K [21]
MnO 122 K [10]
MnTe 310 K [22]
IrMn3 730 K [23]
γ-IrMn 650 K [23]
CuMnAs epitaxial 575 K [24]

Table 2.2: Example of AFM and their bulk TN .

field is applied the AFM becomes weakly magnetized due to a small tilt of the
AFM moments. In zero magnetic field no magnetic moment can be measured.
The susceptibility of materials undergoing an AFM-PM transition is described
by the Eq.2.6 where the constant θ <0 in the range above TN . Whereas there is
only few FMs in nature, AFM order is relatively common. Several examples of
AFM materials including their Néel temperature are summarized in Tab.2.1. In
context of this thesis it is important to note that the bulk TN can be reduced if
an AFM material is grown as a very thin film [20, 7].

As described above, AFMs are magnetically ordered materials with zero net
magnetic moment. However, unlike FM with all moments parallel, the AFM
moments do not need to be only antiparallel and can be oriented in a different
fashion. In fact, there is a large number of AFM spins arrangements given by the
exchange and anisotropy energy of a particular material. The exchange energy of
an AFM material prefers to keep two neighboring moments perfectly antiparallel
and the magnetic anisotropy sets the preferred orientation of the magnetic mo-
ments relative to the crystallography direction. The resulting spin arrangements
can be very complex and the exact spin texture for many of materials is not
known. Here we show only three examples of AFM spin textures. The simplest
example is a cubic lattice with antiferromagnetic coupling between one moment
and all its neighbors as schematically shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). An example of this
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spin arrangement is MnO.

Figure 2.3: Example of antiferromagnetic spin arrangements. (a) cubic lattice
with AFM coupling between the moment and all its neighbors. (b) AFM coupling
between the planes. (c) Non-collinear spin texture. [25]

Next common AFM spin texture is ferromagnetic coupling in one plane and
the AFM coupling between two planes. This is schematically shown in Fig. 2.3 (b).
Although in this figure the moments are pointing in one of the crystallographic
planes, it is not always the case. Generally the moments can point in an arbi-
trary direction (and still be coupled antiferromagnetically with the next plane).
Example of such arrangement is MnTe where moments in-plane are FM coupled,
the planes are AFM coupled and the exact orientation (angle) of the moments
in-plane is not known [22].

Last presented example of AFM order is so called non-collinear or frustrated
AFM. It consists of, for example, face center cubic and hexagonal latices where
magnetic moments are organized in triangles. In a triangle it is obviously not
possible to orient all three spins to be antiparallel because after aligning two spins
antiparallelly the third would experience ”frustration” where to point to keep the
zero total magnetization. Instead, the spins are arranged in other, non-collinear,
fashion as shown schematically in Fig. 2.3 (c). An example of non-collinear AFM
is IrMn3 [26].

Beside variety of spin arrangements within those shown in Fig. 2.3 several
other examples of AFM ordering exist (for example helimagnets). They are,
however, not studied in this thesis and thus will not be discussed.

Similar to M in case of FM materials, a vector giving direction of the moments
exists for AFM materials. It is called Néel vector L, it has direction parallel to the
spins (if they are ordered antiparallel) and the amplitude corresponds to the sum
of the two sublattices. The definition of the Néel vector is more sophisticated for
non-collinear AFMs [27]. Following symmetry arguments, multiple Néel vectors
can be defined as a different linear combination of the particular sublattices [28].

Spin Glass Last magnetic texture that will be mentioned is the spin glass (SG)
magnetic order [29]. In this magnetic phase short range correlation are competing
with long range interactions described for FM or AFM. The electronic magnetic
moment is present but there is roughly equal probability to be coupled ferro- or
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antiferromagnetically. As a result, a certain level of randomness plays role in
the final orientation of magnetic moments. A regular pattern known from FM
or AFM is not present, instead, random state is formed. At low temperature
the spins are ”frozen” in a particular state hence the name ”glass”. A prototype
SG material is a dilute magnetic alloy, with a small amount of magnetic impurity
randomly substituted into the lattice of a nonmagnetic metallic host, for example,
CuMn. In the last decades lot of effort was put to understand and quantify the
spin glass phase [30, 31, 32]. Although the topic of this thesis is not to study
SG systems effects related to the SG phenomenon will be discussed later in this
chapter and also need to be considered in our experiments.

2.1.1 Energy Functional and its Anisotropy

In the previous chapter we have described concepts, terminology and basic classes
of magnetic materials. In this chapter we will discuss energies that need to be
considered in order to describe the macroscopic properties as saturation field,
anisotropy or coercive field.

Demagnetizing Energy We have mentioned already the energy of a magnetic
moment in a magnetic field in Eq. (1.1). Beside an external magnetic field the
magnetic moment of an atom is also affected by the dipolar field of its neighbors.
The added effective field is called demagnetizing field Hd and it is related to the
shape of the sample. We define the demagnetizing factor Nd. It is generally a
tensor reflecting the geometry of a sample with trace Tr(Nd) = 1. Example of Nd

for a spherical sample and a thin film perpendicular to z sample are:

Nd(sphere) =

1
3

0 0
0 1

3
0

0 0 1
3

 (2.9)

Nd(thin film) =

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

 . (2.10)

The demagnetizing field is Hd = −NdM and the demagnetizing energy is

Ed = −µ0

2

∫
V

MHddV. (2.11)

The consequence of the demagnetizing field is the shape anisotropy. For ex-
ample a thin FM layer has its preferred orientation of magnetization in the plane
of the film.

Exchange Energy Exchange energy responsible for a magnetic order was men-
tioned and defined in Eq. 2.7.
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Magnetocrystalline Energy The magnetocrystalline energy is usually small
compared to the exchange energy. However, it needs to be considered to find
the preferred orientation of magnetization within the sample. Magnetocrystalline
anisotropy is the energy necessary to rotate a magnetic moment in a single crystal
from the easy axis to the hard axis. It originates in the spin orbit coupling - the
easy and hard axis arise from the interaction of a spin magnetic moment with the
crystal lattice and the interaction results in a preferred direction of magnetization
relative to the crystal axis.

Stoner-Wohlfart Model In order to find the magnetization orientation in a
magnetically ordered material minimalization of the total energy ETOT need to be
done. The simplest approximation is the Stoner-Wohlfarth model which assumes
a uniform rotation of all spins. In such model the energy functional is simplified
since the exchange energy is a constant and does not change when magnetization
is rotated.

We assume a thin magnetic film in which the magnetization easy axis is, due
to the demagnetization field, in-plane. The anisotropy of the material in plane
can be found from energy functional. In the simplest case we assume only uniaxial
anisotropy Ku. We define, in Fig. 2.4, the angles of magnetization, Néel vector
and magnetic field used in this work with respect to the sample basis where
y is the easy axis of the magnetization given, for example, by crystallography
direction.

Figure 2.4: Definition of angles of magnetization, Néel vector and magnetic field.

The total energy is

Etot = −µ0HM cos(φH − φ) +Ku sin2 φ, (2.12)

where φH and φ are angles of the magnetic field and magnetization, respec-
tively, and are defined in Fig. 2.4

Within the Stoner-Wohlfart model the coercive field can be expressed from
the Eq. 2.12 as

HC =
Ku

µ0MS

. (2.13)
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2.1.2 Exchange Coupling Effect

In the previous chapter we have mentioned the magnetocrystalline and the shape
anisotropy. Another source of (unidirectional) anisotropy is a phenomenon called
exchange bias or, better, exchange coupling effect (ECE). It was discovered in
1956 by Meiklejohn and Bean [33] when studying FM cobalt particles in an AFM
cobalt oxide matrix. They have observed that the magnetization loop is displaced
from the center and broadened when it is cooled in a magnetic field from tem-
perature T >TN . Although in literature the term exchange bias usually refers to
both exchange broadening and exchange shift (bias), we will in the following use
term exchange coupling effect which, in our opinion, better suits as a common
term for these two effects. Exchange bias therefore refers only to the shift of the
magnetization loop.

A schematic picture of ECE is shown in Fig. 2.5 showing two significant fea-
tures of ECE: the exchange broadening and the exchange shift (bias) of the M(H)
loop. The exchange broadening Hec refers to an increase of the coercivity and it
is defined as a half of the M(H) loop width. The exchange bias Heb is symmetric
with respect to zero when cooled in two magnetic fields with an opposite polarity.

The exchange coupling effect persists below critical blocking temperature TB.
Note that the temperatures at which the exchange broadening and the exchange
bias vanish do not need to be identical. For many systems both Heb and Hec are
non-zero at low temperature. When temperature increases both Heb and Hec are
decreasing, however, they rarely vanish at the same temperature [34]. Instead,
depending on the system parameters, either Heb or Hec reaches zero value at
lower temperature than the other effect.

Figure 2.5: Schematic picture of the exchange coupling effect. (a) M(H) after
cooling in negative (red line) field. Clear presence of exchange bias and exchange
broadening (indicated by blue arrows) compared to the M(H) above blocking
temperature (black line). (b) Characteristic shape of exchange biased M(H) after
cooling in opposite magnetic fields (blue and red solid lines) disappears after
measuring one more loop (training). After training the ECE is weaker but still
present (dotted line).
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Systems where ECE is observed In 1950’ the ECE was observed on FM
particles in an AFM matrix [33] and it was soon recognized as an interfacial effect.
But ECE is not limited only to the interface AFM/FM and it can be present
in various systems [35]. For example at ferrimagnet/AFM or ferrimagnet/FM
interfaces, but also FM/spin glass [32]. Other studies focused on the effect of
disorder on the interface and concluded that imperfections of the interface lead
to increasing ECE [36] or that there is no contribution to ECE from atomically flat
parts of the interface [37]. Several works studied the effect of interface roughness
on M(H) after field cooling, and it was shown that the shift of the M(H) loop
can be assigned also to roughness of the layer (regardless of coupling to any other
adjacent layer).

Models for Exchange Bias Various models were proposed for exchange bi-
ased systems and several reviews were written on that topic (example [38], [39],
[40]). However, currently none of the models seems to be universal and generally
accepted. In the following section we give a brief survey of some of the models.
In Chap. 3 we will confront them with our experimental observation.

Meiklejohn-Bean Model The simplest Meiklejohn-Bean (MB) model de-
scribes the new anisotropy as an additional term in Eq. 2.12. It introduces
anisotropy KAFM

u of the AFM and the effective interface exchange coupling JEB

Etot = −µ0HMtFM cos(φH−φ)+KFM
u tFM sin2 φ+KAFM

u tAFM sin2 α−JEB cos(φ−α),
(2.14)

where tFM and tAFM are the thicknesses of the FM and AFM, respectively, α is
the angle of the Néel vector L. Note that usually the angle of magnetization φ
and the ”angle of antiferromagnetization” α are expected to be same (collinear
coupling).

The exchange coupling constant estimated from MB model is

JEB = HebMtFM (2.15)

where M is magnetization of the FM layer. In the MB model the exchange
coupling does not depend on the thickness of AFM layer. The MB model implies
that the exchange bias occurs when KAFM

u tAFM/JEB ≥ 1.
The MB model puts strong assumptions on the system. First, it assumes

perfect atomically flat interface between AFM and FM layer. Second, it assumes
Stoner-Wohlfart model is valid, i.e. both the FM and AFM materials are single
domain, the FM is uniformly rotating and the AFM layer is perfectly rigid. Next
assumption is that either AFM material is fully uncompensated on the interface
(it has a net magnetic moment) [33] or that the AFM is fully compensated but
rigidly rotates (all the AFM uniformly) [41]. Last assumption is that the coupling
with FM layer is happening on the interface everywhere equally.

The MB model is overestimating the ECE that is measured experimentally.
However, the major failure of the model is that it can not explain simultaneous
presence of Heb and Hec. This fact comes from the minimalization of the energy
functional in Eq. 2.14. For small values KAFM

u tAFM/JEB the MB predicts only
exchange broadening and for higher values only exchange bias. Experimentally
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both effects in the same time are observed as will be discussed in the experimental
part.

Antiferromagnetic Domain Wall - Mauri Model Several approaches
to improve the exchange bias magnitude predicted by MB model were done (sum-
marized for example in [38]). An important contribution was made by Néel [42].
He introduced the idea of an AFM domain wall nucleation when the magnetiza-
tion reversal is happening. He also calculated that for a very thin AFM layer no
exchange bias is observed (only exchange broadening remains).

The AFM domain walls were extensively studied also by Mauri [43]. The
Mauri model assumes a single domain FM layer rigidly uniformly rotating in
magnetic field and single domain wall AFM coupled to the FM layer. Then, if
KAFM is small, it is energetically favorable to form a domain wall in the AFM
parallel to the interface. It means the AFM moments are ’dragged’ by the FM
layer as schematically shown in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: A schematic illustration of an AFM domain wall, so called exchange
spring effect. [44]

The existence of an AFM domain wall shown in Fig. 2.6 was a key assumption
for several models of ECE [42, 43], however, it was confirmed experimentally only
later by Scholl [44] who studied X-ray magnetic linear dichroism spectroscopy on
single crystal Co/NiO and observed (exchange) spring of the AFM moments. The
thickness of the AFM nevertheless plays a critical role if an exchange spring is
created.

Role of uncompensated spins and interface roughness Both the MB
and Mauri models assumed a perfect AFM/FM interface and fully compensated
or uncompensated moments on the interface. In 1987 (the same year Mauri pub-
lished his model) Malozemoff introduced atomic-scale roughness on the AFM/FM
interface as a parameter to explain ECE [45]. The frustrated interfaces or defects
are responsible for AFM domains formations perpendicular to the interface. This
reduces the number of spins contributing to the coupling and the energy of a
domain wall has to be added to the energy functional leading to ECE change
(stronger or weaker [46]). Also this model was, due to the lack of imaging tech-
niques, confirmed only later [46]. AFM diluted by non-magnetic defects was
studied in [46] and they concluded that ECE is dominated by the uncompensat-
ed spins from the AFM domain state in the volume that is responsible for the
FM/AFM exchange interaction at the interface.
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Other works([47, 48]) focused on the role of uncompensated spins on the
interface by employing XMCD spectroscopy which is element sensitive and it
can therefore separate the contributions from different elements on the interface.
They have concluded that the domain wall formation is not crucial for the ECE
explanation and that rather the uncompensated spins on the interface are playing
the key role. They have shown that a small fraction of uncompensated spins is
pinned (and not able to rotate) which is responsible for the shift of the M(H).
Majority of uncompensated spins can rotate leading to increased coercivity of the
M(H).

Radu Spin Glass Model In the previous model ECE was attributed to the
AFM uncompensated spins on the interface. Two types of spins were observed
contributing either to exchange broadening or exchange bias. The fact that some
of the AFM spins are (due to random frustrated interactions at the AFM/FM
interface) free to rotate indicates that such system should be described in terms
of spin-glass [49]. Spin-glass model [50] assumes two types of AFM states: first,
spins with high anisotropy which holds them pinned; second, AFM states with
lower anisotropy which are free to rotate with the FM layer. Schematic figure is
shown in Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Spin Glass Model of ECE. Pinned and unpinned spins. After [39]

Spin glass model gives explanation to the training effect (shown for example
in Fig. 2.5) by considering field cooled state only as a local energy minima of a
complex SG energy landscape. This minima has a relatively weak energy barrier
with a neighboring (deeper) energy minima and the barrier can be easily overcome
by applying an external magnetic field (i.e. measuring M(H)). It leads to different
shape of M(H) when measured twice (or eventually more). The SG model seems to
give good description of the experimentally observed data, recently was extended
also to the uncompensated spins coming from the FM material [51].

Positive Exchange Bias The exchange bias has a negative sign in majority
of systems. It means that the M(H) loop is shifted towards negative values
when cooled in a positive magnetic field. However, it was observed [38] that the
interfacial coupling can also have an opposite sign, so called positive exchange
bias. An example of a system where positive exchange bias was observed is an
interface CoFeB/IrMn [52].

Although lot of work was done since discovery of ECE some questions remain
open and the research about the origin of ECE is still discussed. Already the
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fact that ECE can be observed in various materials in various forms is indicating
that the origin of the effect might not be identical in all the systems and different
models and approximations are required to describe different samples. In this
thesis the focus is put on manipulating AFM moments, and the exchange bias
and exchange spring as one of the tools will be discussed in Chapter 2.

2.2 Magnetotransport

In this section we will give a brief overview of the transport properties in presence
of a magnetic field (either external or effective spin orbit field). Two types of
effects can be observed when a magnetic field is applied to a sample. First,
ordinary magnetotransport effects which depend on the external magnetic field
H. Second, anomalous (or extraordinary) effects which are present in magnetically
ordered materials and depend also on the magnetization M.

This section has several parts. First we discuss effects with Hall symmetry,
including ordinary, anomalous and spin Hall effects. In the next part we discuss
the spin galvanic effect which is important for discussion of spin orbit torques. In
the next part we discuss the magnetoresistance effects which we present separately
for bulk materials and layered systems.

2.2.1 Hall Effects

Typical examples of the two categories are the ordinary Hall effect (OHE) and the
anomalous Hall effect (AHE). The OHE is a well known phenomenon measured on
transverse (sometimes called Hall) contacts. When magnetic field has an out-of-
plane component perpendicular to the in-plane current direction the Lorentz force
acts on the conduction electrons leading to voltage on the transverse contacts.
OHE is measured generally in every material (also in an AFM) [10].

In ferromagnetic materials AHE occurs in addition to OHE. AHE originates
in the spin-orbit interaction causing asymmetric scattering of spin polarized elec-
trons leading to an increase of the transverse voltage.

The Hall resistivity ρH can be written as

ρH = R0H⊥ +ReM, (2.16)

where H⊥ is the out-of plane component of magnetic field perpendicular to the
in-plane current direction, R0 is ordinary Hall coefficient, Re is anomalous Hall co-
efficient and M is out-of-plane magnetization component. Beside the well known
OHE and AHE a broad family of Hall effects exists. The only other member that
will be mentioned here in more details is the spin Hall effect (SHE).

Spin Hall effect This effect was theoretically predicted by Dyakonov and Perel
[53] and experimentally observed 30 years later [54, 55]. The effect is schemat-
ically shown in the left panel in Fig. 2.8. Pure spin current transverse to an
applied electric field is generated, and spins up and down are accumulated on the
opposite edges of the sample. The ratio between the charge current and the spin
current in a material is characterized by spin Hall angle θH . Importantly, SHE
originates in the spin-orbit interaction and therefore the effect is present even
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in the absence of a magnetic field. Because equal spin currents flow in opposite
direction (spins up and spins down are scattered to the opposite sides) the net
charge current is zero. Although the electric Hall voltage can not be measured
as in the OHE and AHE case, spin sensitive detection methods were employed
to visualize the accumulation of the spins up and down on the opposite edges of
the sample, as shown in the right panel in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Left: Schematic illustration of spin Hall effect. When electric field
is applied the spins up and down are scattered to the opposite side of the chan-
nel leading to transverse spin polarization. Right: Experimental observation of
SHE from [55]. Kerr microscopy was employed to visualize the opposite spins
accumulation on the two edges of the sample when electric field was applied.

Detailed microscopic origin of SHE is intensively studied [53, 56]. Some the-
oretical studies [53, 57] consider SHE as a result of asymmetric scattering of
spins up and down (extrinsic SHE). However, also intrinsic SHE was predicted
[58, 59]. In this case the effective spin orbit field is momentum dependent which
means that the effective spin-orbit field an electron will experience depends on
its spin. Therefore a change of electron momentum (by applying electric field)
causes change in the effective magnetic field. The spins try to re-align with the
field, the direction of tilt is opposite at the opposite sides of the Fermi surface,
therefore spin current is present. Note that, unlike extrinsic SHE which relies on
SOC at the impurities, the intrinsic SHE should be present also in zero disorder
limit.

The inverse spin Hall effect (iSHE) refers to voltage generated between the
opposite lateral sides of a sample as a result of a spin polarization.

2.2.2 Spin Galvanic Effect

Similar to intrinsic SHE, spin galvanic effect (SGE) [60] is a consequence of spin
orbit coupling and asymmetric, momentum dependent, scattering. Due to the
SOC the bands in momentum space are split. Due to a spin polarization one
band is filled to higher energies. Because of these two ingredients the chance of
spin-flip event of an electron traveling in one direction is higher than in the other
direction leading to imbalance between the carriers with positive and negative
velocity. The consequence is that electric current can be present in a sample
without any battery (electric, thermal, concentration gradients etc.).

The inverse spin galvanic effect (iSGE) refers to spin polarization on the op-
posite sides of a sample as a result of a charge current.
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2.2.3 Magnetoresistance

Magnetoresistance (MR) is a change of resistance under magnetic field B and
in principle can be observed in every (conductive) material. Almost every metal
exhibit some form of MR regardless if it is magnetic or not [61]. In layered
metals or manganite perovskites, the MR is negative (the resistance decreases
with applied magnetic field), whereas the MR of a nonmagnetic semiconductor
is positive and usually includes physical and geometric contributions [62]. The
amplitude of MR increased from several percent to several thousands of percent
[63, 64] since its discovery due to technological progress and new materials.

If one considers a spherical Fermi surface with isotropic and energy inde-
pendent electron effective mass meff the magnetoresistance can not be explained
(although the Hall effect can). To describe magnetotransport phenomena ob-
served in real materials presence of electrons with energy dependent meff and/or
of scattering tome τ must be considered. Varying meff results from non parabol-
icity of bands close to the Fermi level and varying scattering time τ is typically
for certain scattering mechanism.

Generally, the MR signal is usually given as a relative change caused by mag-
netic field, typically as

∆R

R
=
R(H)−R(0)

R(0)
. (2.17)

In single-carrier-type semiconductors MR is proportional to (µH)2, where µ is
the carrier mobility. High-mobility semiconductors can therefore show relatively
large effects [65]. Several MR effects will be measured and discussed in this thesis
and are therefore briefly introduced in the following.

Anisotropic Magnetoresistance

Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) is a relative change in the resistance as a
response to a change in the orientation of magnetization. AMR was the first mag-
netoresistance effect observed. In 19th century Lord Kelvin observed that a piece
of iron increased resistance about 1% when magnetic field was applied longitudi-
nally and decreased when applied transversely relative to the current direction.
The effect originates in the spin-orbit coupling and is an intrinsic property of
the material. This means that AMR is a bulk effect and to observe a MR signal
only one layer is sufficient. Phenomenologically AMR has crystalline (cAMR)
and non-crystalline (ncAMR) component. The non-crystalline component de-
pends only on the angle between magnetization and current direction as shown
in Fig. 2.9, where φ is the angle of the magnetization as defined in Fig. 2.4. .

The crystalline AMR originates in the crystal symmetries and it reflects
magneto-crystalline anisotropies [66, 67, 68]. Here only the general phenomeno-
logical expression for longitudinal (∆Rxx) and transverse AMR (∆Rxy) is given

∆Rxx = rnc cos(2φ) + rc1 cos(2ψ) + rc2 cos(4ψ) + rnc,c cos(4ψ − 2φ) (2.18)

∆Rxy = rnc sin(2φ) + rnc,c cos(4ψ − 2φ), (2.19)

where the angle φ is angle between magnetization and current direction and angle
ψ is angle between magnetization and a reference crystalline direction depending
on the measured system. The first term in Eq. 2.18 describes ncAMR, the second
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Figure 2.9: Example of non-crystalline AMR. The resistance changes depending
on whether the magnetization is parallel or perpendicular to the current direction.

and third are lowest order cAMR terms and the last one is a crossed cAMR,
ncAMR term. The higher order terms might exist, however, they are neglected.
The Eq. 2.19 describes transverse AMR, where all purely crystalline terms can
be excluded due to symmetry arguments and only terms containing ncAMR re-
main. Note that transverse AMR is sometimes also called planar Hall effect. The
symmetry of the effect, however, does not fulfill the Hall symmetry and for this
reason this effect is called transverse AMR in this thesis.

2.2.4 Magnetoresistance in layered systems

Giant Magnetoresistance The large magnetoresistance effect was discovered
in 1980’ and because of the MR signal of more than 50% it was named giant mag-
netoresistance (GMR). The effect was almost simultaneously observed in groups
of Albert Fert [69] and Peter Grunberg [70] both of whom received the Nobel
Prize in 2007 for the GMR discovery. They observed a significant change of the
resistance depending on the relative orientation of two adjacent FM layers. A
schematic sketch of a GMR device along with the measured variation of the re-
sistance is shown in Fig.2.10 (a). Electric current is applied perpendicular to the
interfaces and the resistance varies as a function of relative orientation of the two
FM layers (indicated by blue arrows). Relatively strong change of MR signal
made the GMR technologically very interesting, the main applications will be in
more details discussed in the Sec. 2.4.1.

Tunneling Magnetoresistance Tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) is ob-
served in a system consisting of two magnetic layers separated by a thin insulator
which electric current can tunnel through as illustrated in Fig. 2.10 (b). Because
the tunneling current depends on the density of states of the two FM layers the
final resistance of the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) depends on the respective
orientation of magnetization of the two FM layers. The effect was discovered in
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1975 [71], Fe/GeO/Co tunnel junctions exhibited ∼ 14 % variation of resistance
under magnetic field sweep at 4.2 K. Higher quality thin film fabrication and
more suitable materials lead to TMR effect at 300 K ([72]) and increased the
effect up to ∼ 1000 % ([73]).

Note that in GMR and TMR structures two FM layers, FM1 and FM2, are
not switching in the same time due to a different coercivity or because one of
them can be pinned by a AFM, as will be also discussed later.

Tunneling Anisotropic Magnetoresistance Tunneling anisotropy magne-
toresistance (TAMR) is, similar to TMR, based on the tunneling effect through
an insulating barrier, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.10 (c). Unlike TMR,
TAMR requires only one magnetic layer with strong spin-orbit coupling accom-
panied by a non-magnetic electrode on the other side of the tunneling barrier.
The effect can be observed in materials with anisotropic density of states with
respect to the magnetization direction. TAMR was observed for the first time
in 2004 in a ferromagnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As [75], later also in a metal
structures [74].
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Figure 2.10: Schematic illustration of the magnetoresistance effects in layered
systems. (a) Schematic illustration of GMR effect. Two FM layers are separated
by a conductive non-magnetic layer. GMR signal during a magnetic field sweep is
shown in the right part. Depending on whether the two FM layers are parallel or
antiparallel (indicated by small arrows above the measured curve) the GMR signal
increases or decreases. GMR signal reaches ∼ 10 % [69].(b) Schematic illustration
of a TMR effect. Two FM layers are separated by a thin insulating barrier. TMR
signal during magnetic field sweep has similar dependence as GMR, however, it
can reach two orders higher change in resistance [73]. (c) Schematic illustration
of a TAMR effect. One magnetic layer and non-magnetic electrode are separated
by a tunneling barrier. TAMR variation when strong external magnetic field is
rotated is shown in the right part. TAMR signal is typically small [74].
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2.2.5 Magnetotransport in Antiferromagnets

All effects described above were observed in FM materials and became a textbook
matter. In contrast, magnetotransport in AFM is not so well understood yet.

GMR

Several theoretical works ([76, 77]) studied the GMR presence in AFM. In the
simplest model, where GMR arises from resistivity difference between majority-
spins and minority-spins channels, antiferromagnetic GMR (AGMR) cannot be
explained because AFM bulk resistivity is spin independent [77]. In case of two
AFMs separated by a paramagnetic spacer a shift by half period of the spin
density wave corresponds to the difference between parallel and antiparallel con-
figurations. This shift could lead to AGMR, very high quality interfaces are,
however, required. Moreover fixing one of the AFM layers is challenging. Experi-
mentally was observed coupling of two AFM layers separated by a thin tunneling
barrier [78], however, magnetotranport data were not measured. To summarize,
although weak AGMR was predicted [76], no experimental evidence of AGMR or
tunneling ATMR was shown so far.

AMR

In contrast to GMR, AMR is not an interfacial effect and it originates in the spin
orbit coupling. AMR is quadratic in magnetization and therefore FM and AFM
coupled spins are indistinguishable. This means that a bulk AFM material can
exhibit AMR in case the antiferromagnetic moments can be manipulated as was
confirmed by several experimental studies [7, 8].

TAMR

In 2010 it was shown theoretically [4] that a single electrode made from AFM
material with strong spin orbit coupling can exhibit TAMR due to the anisotrop-
ic density of states. This was confirmed also experimentally [5] and it will be
discussed in more details in Chap. 3.

Hall effects

Recently anomalous Hall effect and spin Hall effect were theoretically proposed
in non-collinear metallic AFMs with large spin orbit coupling [79, 80, 81, 27].
To our knowledge, AHE was not experimentally observed in AFM yet [27]. Spin
Hall effect was observed in MnPt, IrMn, PdMn and FeMn [82]; spin Hall angle
was evaluated and short spin diffusion length ∼ 1 nm was observed. Inverse spin
Hall effect of CuAu-I-type AFMs was studied experimentally using spin pumping
[82].
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2.3 Thermoelectric effects

Beside the magnetotransport phenomena thermal effects can also contribute to
the measured voltage [83, 84]. These effects are not caused by a gradient of
electric voltage; instead, they are induced by a thermal gradient. Although the
thermoelectric effects are not subject of study in this thesis, some of these effects
are contributing to our measurements and need to be taken into account in data
analysis. Therefore a brief overview of thermoelectric effects will be given here.

Thermal AMR In the same year Lord Kelvin discovered AMR, he also ob-
served the magneto-thermoelectric analog - thermally induced AMR [85]. The
thermoelectic power represented by Seebeck coefficient S is related to the elec-
trical conductivity σ through Mott formula [86, 87] and has generally the same
symmetry as AMR if the gradient of electric potential is replaced by a gradient
of temperature.

Nernst Effect Nernst effect can be interpreted as an analogy of the ordinary
Hall effect. When magnetic field and perpendicular thermal gradient are applied
to a conductor electric field is induced normal to both. Nernst effect is schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 2.11 (a).

Anomalous Nernst Effect Anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) is a thermoelec-
tric equivalent of anomalous Hall effect. When a temperature gradient is applied
to a ferromagnet and magnetization of the sample is out-of plane, voltage per-
pendicular to both develops, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.11 (b).

Planar Nernst Effect Planar Nernst effect is measured on transverse con-
tacts, but unlike ANE, PNE depends on the angle between thermal gradient and
magnetization in-plane of the sample [88, 89]. The angular dependence of PNE is
∼ sin(2φ), therefore it can be interpreted as a thermal counterpart of transverse
AMR.

Spin Nernst Effect Spin Nernst effect is schematically shown in Fig. 2.11 (c).
It is a thermal counterpart of the spin Hall effect, when thermal gradient is ap-
plied to a non-magnetic material with high spin orbit coupling, spins up and
down are scattered to the opposite side of the channel perpendicular to the ap-
plied current. To our knowledge this effect was not systematically measured yet,
however theoretical calculation were done [90].

Seebeck Effect The Seebeck effect is a well known phenomenon in which a con-
ductor under a temperature gradient generates electric voltage along the thermal
gradient. Its efficiency is represented by the Seebeck coefficient S defined as the
ratio of the generated electric voltage to the temperature differences. The best
known application of the Seebeck effect is a termocouple, in which two dissimilar
conductors under the same thermal gradient exhibit measurable electric voltage.
Seebeck effect is schematically shown in Fig. 2.11 (d).
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Spin Seebeck Effect The spin Seebeck effect (SSE) refers to an electric voltage
detected in a non-magnetic material attached to a ferromagnet under a thermal
gradient. The temperature gradient in FM generates spin polarization which
enables thermal spin injection to the adjacent NM metal over a scale of several
millimeters [91]. The inverse spin Hall effect converts the spin current into elec-
trical voltage, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.11 (e). The macroscopic distance
to which pure spin current is injected is many orders of magnitude larger than
the spin diffusion length. This makes the SSE very interesting and recently a
very actively studied topic [92, 83, 93, 94].

Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration of thermo-electric effects.(a) Nernst effect.
(b) Seebeck effect. (c) Anomalous Nernst effect. (d) Spin Nernst effect. (e) Spin
Seebeck effect.

Beside the effects shown in Fig. 2.11 a variety of other thermally induced effect
exists. One example of more complex thermal effect is Anisotropic Magnetore-
sistive Heating.

Anisotropic Magnetoresistive Heating Anisotropic magnetoresistive heat-
ing [95] is not broadly known because of its usually weak strength. However,
for certain experiments (for example when strong temperature dependence of
resistance is expected) AMR heating should be considered. As mentioned, mag-
netoresistance describes how the resistance of conductors varies with respect to
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the angle between magnetization and current direction. Joule heating is propor-
tional to the resistance of the magnet, therefore the Joule heating depends on the
angle between magnetization and current direction.

2.3.1 Thermal Effects in Antiferromagnets

Thermoelectric effects in AFM are not systematically described yet. Naturally,
all thermal effects independent of the magnetic order are in principle present
also in AFM. This includes Seebeck effect or Nernst effect. An AFM attached
to a FM under thermal gradient can also exhibit voltage due to the injection of
spin current via SSE. As mentioned above, ANE is a thermoelectric equivalent
of AHE, therefore could be in principle present in non-collinear AFMs. However,
up to our knowledge, no study of ANE in AFM was reported yet.

2.4 Spintronics

Spintronics is an intensively studied branch of condensed matter physics that em-
ploys not only the electron’s charge (as ’traditional electronics’ does) but also the
electron’s spin (giving the name ’spintronics’). Adding the spin degree of freedom
would increase significantly the capability and performance of modern electronic
devices. The major benefits include increased data processing speed, increased
integration density, decreased electric power consumption or non-volatile charac-
ter of the magnetic memory. Some of the spintronic effects have already found
their application. The potential of the spintronics is, however, much bigger and
increases with newly observed phenomena [96, 97, 8] and materials [98, 24]. A
broad variety of topics are included in the spintronics research, some of the effects
were already briefly discussed in the previous chapters. In the following section,
the spintronic research areas relevant for this thesis will be summarized and the
major challenges discussed. A short introduction into two important spintronic
concepts will be given: the realization of a spin valve and the concept of a spin
torques. In the last section advantages and disadvantages of antiferromagnetic
spintronic will be discussed.

In the simplest picture condensed matter spintronics could be separated into
two branches - metallic spintronics and semiconductor spintronics.

Metallic Spintronics Utilizing magnetic materials for spintronics has already
found its application: GMR and TMR based spin valves are probably the best
known examples and they will be discussed in more details. Despite technological
orientation of the metallic spintronics, there is ongoing intense development on
the basic research level and a lot of new phenomena were discovered. One of the
major challenges is to enable control of the magnetization orientation without
assistance of an external magnetic fields. This includes control via photonic
fields or via spin polarized electric current. The second will be in more details
discussed later.

Semiconductor Spintronics Semiconductor Spintronics is incorporating the
spin degree of freedom to a semiconducting materials. The first obvious advan-
tage, compared to the metallic spintronics, is the compatibility with existing
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semiconductor technology. Even more interesting advantage is, however, the po-
tential for combing multiple functions into a single material[99, 100]. Spin tran-
sistor logic functionality based on iSHE was recently demonstrated [96] and the
major challenges - efficient spin injecting, detection and manipulation - are very
actively studied and discussed [101, 102, 103].

Another category of semiconductor spintronics includes materials combining
semiconducting and ferromagnetic properties into a single material and, unlike the
experiments mentioned previously, the FM injector is not required. An archetyp-
ical material representing these properties is diluted magnetic semiconductor
(Ga,Mn)As [104, 105, 106, 107], a compound in which Ga atoms are random-
ly replaced by magnetic Mn2+.

Although research on (Ga,Mn)As lead to number of very important spin-
related discoveries [75], the low critical Curie temperature and the extrinsic origin
of magnetism limit the potential for application. The limited number of ferro-
magnetic semiconductors is, however, in contrast with a relatively high number of
semiconductors with an AFM spin texture, as can be illustrated in Tab. 2.3, some
of which have critical Néel temperature well above the room temperature. This
observation, fueled by prediction [4] and demonstration [5] of spintronic func-
tionality in AFM materials, lead to increased interest in AFM semiconductors.
Experiments made with LiMnAs and the corresponding ab initio calculations [98]
served as a pioneering work to demonstrate the semiconducting band structure
of I-Mn-V compound in a room temperature AFM prepared by molecular beam
epitaxy. The mobility of lithium in LiMnAs, however, makes the material unsta-
ble after the exposition to air [98]. Inspired by the first successful experiments
with LiMnAs, other materials are now being actively studied. One example is
MnTe, antiferromagnetic semiconductor with TN ∼ 320 K, that is well known
in semiconductor research [108] and also its potential for AFM semiconductor
spintronics is being intensively explored [22]. Another material, which will be in
details studied in Chap. 4 of this thesis, is CuMnAs. Both poly-crystalline [109]
and epitaxial CuMnAs [24] were prepared and promising results of spintronic
functionality were recently confirmed [24, 110].

2.4.1 Spin Valve

Spin valve is the simplest functional device which employs spin dependent trans-
port. Typically it is based on some of the MR effects (GMR, TMR, TAMR) and
serves as a field sensor or detector of state of a magnetic memory cell. Usually it
consists of two FM layers (e.g. alloys of nickel, iron, and cobalt). One of them is
a reference FM layer whose magnetization direction is pinned by exchange bias to
an AFM (e.g. IrMn). The second - sensor - FM layer is free to rotate. The sensor
layer usually has low coercivity therefore can be switched by relatively small mag-
netic field. The two relative orientations of FM layers - parallel and antiparallel
- are representing two memory states ”1” and ”0”. As the magnetizations in the
two layers change from parallel to antiparallel alignment, the resistance of a spin
valve rises typically from 5 to 10% for GMR-based spin valve and can be as high
as 600% for TMR-based spin valves [73].

Although commercially used spin valves are GMR or TMR based, for a spin
valve like signal (i.e. two resistance states representing ”1” and ”0”) only one mag-
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Table 2.3: Survey of magnetic semiconductors. The table shows that in common
III-V and II-VI semiconductors AFM ordered spins are more frequent than FM
ordered ones. After [24].

netic layer is sufficient, as demonstrated by TAMR based spin valve in (Ga,Mn)As
[75]. A schematic picture of the TAMR-based spin valve is in Fig. 2.13. The tun-
neling barrier is sandwiched between (Ga,Mn)As and top golden electrode. Tun-
neling resistance is measured when magnetic field is swept along several direction
as shown in right panel in Fig. 2.13. The high and low resistances are measured
corresponding to a spin valve behavior due to the anisotropic density of states
in the material and the two step magnetization reversal process Switching of the
free layer was earlier made exclusively by magnetic fields (for example Oersted
field generated by the current in the write line). The magnetic fields are, however,
also one of the major drawbacks of this technology. Increasing integration density
requires increasing magnetic anisotropy of the free layer in order to prevent them
from reversing by a stray field of a neighboring bit or from thermal fluctuation.
Increased anisotropy also requires higher magnetic field to write a bit, therefore
higher current in the write line, which is energy-wise and size-wise opposite to
the desired trend. The exciting development in understanding the spin transfer
phenomena, however, brought an elegant alternatives, that will be discussed in
the next section.
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Figure 2.12: Example of an application of a spin valve. Right: Schematic
picture of MR sensor (read head). One FM layer is pinned by the AFM and
serves as a reference layer. The second one is free (sensor) layer and can detect
the magnetization of the hard disk below (”1” and ”0” are represented by red and
blue stripes). Left: Schematic structure of a GMR based memory cell. The spin
valve sensor consists of a FM reference layer and a sensor layer whose direction
can be changed. The state of the memory is read by measuring the resistance on
the read line, the memory is written by the Oersted field induced by current in
the write line.

Application Concept of a spin valve has already found its applications, two
common devices, a read head and a memory cell, are schematically shown in
Fig. 2.12. In a large number of modern computers data are recorded and stored
in microscopic areas of a magnetic material in a hard-disk. The information is
read by a read head (left panel in Fig. 2.12) as the disk rotates underneath it
by sensing the magnetization orientation by a corresponding change of magne-
toresistance. GMR, or more commonly used MTJ, due to its high sensitivity to
relative orientation of two magnetic layers, allowed to scale the storage density
up by orders of magnitude.

Another well known application of a spin valve are magnetic random access
memories (MRAM). Compared to the traditional RAM, MRAM are non-volatile
and therefore the information is not lost when a computer is switched off.
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Figure 2.13: Spinvalve based on TAMR. Left: Schematic picture of a (Ga,Mn)As
device. Right: Measured spin valve like signal when magnetic field is swept. After
[75].

2.4.2 Spin Torque

Generally, spin torques are phenomena, in which spins experience a torque that
can lead to their tilt or switch. The origin of the torque can be separated into
two groups: spin transfer torques (STT) and spin orbit torques (SOT). SOT will
be discussed in more details and also systematically studied in Chap. 3. The
reason is that, unlike STT which are weak in AFM [76], SOT are predicted to be
promising tool to manipulate AFM moments [111], as will be also demonstrated
in the experimental part.

Spin transfer torque

When a spin polarized current enters a magnetic material, angular momentum
of a spin polarized electrical current entering a ferromagnet is transferred to the
magnetization and it exerts a torque on the magnetization which can lead to its
switch. STT mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 2.14. STT can be understood as the
inverse effect of a current becoming polarized by passing through a FM because of
the spin dependent scattering. There are various techniques used to generate STT
as optical pumping[112], ferromagnetic resonance [102] or current polarization by
a FM layer as shown in the left panel in Fig. 2.14. STT enabled development of
spin-logic devices and STT-RAM [113] that are since 2012 commercially available.

Spin orbit torque

Spin orbit torques are based on relativistic spin orbit coupling and are schemat-
ically illustrated in Fig. 2.15. Spin orbit torques mechanism was observed much
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Figure 2.14: Schematic illustration of current induced spin transfer torque.
Electric current is polarized by the first FM layer (small blue arrows). The spin
polarized current transfers the angular momentum to the magnetization in the
second FM layer leading to the tilt of the magnetization.

later than STT [114, 97, 115], the origin of SOT and its relationship with ma-
terial properties are still very actively studied [113, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121,
122, 123, 124]. Similar to STT, there are multiple techniques that successfully
generate SOT, as optical spin orbit torque [125], FMR resonance [126] and cur-
rent induced spin orbit torques. SOT, in contrast to STT, does not require spin
polarized current injected to FM. Instead, the intrinsic properties of the material
can cause a torque on the magnetization. The important requirement for SOT
is a system with inversion asymmetry including materials with strong spin orbit
coupling (SOC), as was demonstrated in (Ga,Mn)As [114]. High current density
is sent to a material with strong spin orbit coupling. The charge current couples
to the spin and due to SOC a non equilibrium electron spin density is generated
exerting a torque to the magnetization.

Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of current induced spin orbit torque. The
polarization layer is not required, broken inversion symmetry in the material can
induced effective fields that lead to magnetization switch.

Electric control of magnetization is, however, especially appealing for materi-
als used in commercial devices mostly consisting of ferromagnetic metals without
any structural asymmetry. Therefore it attracted a lot of attention when magne-
tization was switched in a thin FM layer in contact with a non-magnetic metal
with high SOC [97, 115]. Although the interpretation was different (and the
research is still ongoing), the common property of these two experiments is the
broken inversion symmetry, not in the bulk as in (Ga,Mn)As, but on the FM/NM
interface. According to recent understanding of SOT, two effects are contributing:
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1. SOT generated by SHE First mechanism, used to explain switching in
[115], is based on generation of spin current in the NM material due to the spin
Hall effect, as schematically shown in left panel in Fig. 2.16. The spin current
is injected into the FM layer and leads to magnetization reversal. Note that
mechanism of spin polarized current injection would be in principle similar to
STT, however, SHE originates in spin orbit coupling and therefore this mechanism
also belongs to the group of SOT.

Figure 2.16: Left: Schematic picture of SOT. Spin current is generated due to
SHE in non-magnetic metal and after is injected to FM layer leading to magne-
tization reversal. Right: Magnetization reversal due to SHE in Ta measured in
Ta/CoFeB system, after [115].

2. SOT generated by inverse spin galvanic effects Second mechanism
behind SOT is caused by the inverse spin galvanic effects [97, 116, 118, 121,
124] that are result of spin-orbit interactions (as Rashba interaction [127] or
Dresselhaus interaction [128]). These effects are present in systems with SOC
and broken inversion symmetry, for example by interface of two materials. This
leads to spin redistribution and net spin polarization which can generate effective
fields Heff that act on the magnetization of the FM layer similarly as an external
applied field. This can lead to the magnetization tilt or reversal.

In a particular system SOT can be generated by iSGE, SHE, or both. Which
of the mechanisms is dominant is intensively studied and several experimental
methods to distinguish the mechanisms were proposed. One approach is to study
thickness dependence of the non-magnetic layer underneath the FM one [116].
Generation of SOT via SHE requires certain thickness of the non-magnetic ma-
terial in order to build up the spin current. In contrast, iSGE is generated on
the interface NM/FM and should not depend on the NM thickness. Another
approach to distinguish the origin of SOT is to study their symmetry under mag-
netic field rotation [118, 123]. This method was also studied in this thesis and
will be discussed in Chap. 3, here only a brief summary of the torque symmetries
is given.
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Symmetry of SOT We assume a structure in Fig. 2.17. Symmetry is broken
in z-axis by the interface, current is along x-axis and m is magnetization direction
vector. Spin accumulation on the NM/FM interface can be either transverse to
the current generating a transverse effective field H⊥eff [97] or longitudinal gener-

ating a longitudinal effective field H
‖
eff [129]. The transverse effective field does

not depend on the magnetization and it is perpendicular to x-axis and z-axis,
therefore H⊥eff ∼ y. The longitudinal effective field is perpendicular to the mag-

netization H
‖
eff ∼m× y.

Figure 2.17: Definition of directions for SOT symmetry.

The torques corresponding to the effective fields are

Tfield-like ∼m× y (2.20)

Tantidamping-like ∼m× (y ×m). (2.21)

The corresponding effective fields are called field-like (independent of magne-
tization) and antidamping-like (depending on the magnetization).

2.4.3 Ferromagnetic and Antiferromagnetic Spintronics

Relatively long history of FM spintronics and the ability to manipulate FM ma-
terials by an external magnetic field made ferromagnets essential part in majority
of spintronic applications. They are, however, reaching some of their limits. From
the application point of view metallic FM, present in magnetic memory and logic,
are suffering mainly by increasing integration density. To prevent magnetic bits
from reversing each other high stability of a single FM bit and small stray field is
required. Stability can be improved by increasing the coercive field, however, this
requires higher magnetic field or STT to switch the bit and therefore increases
energy consumption. From the semiconductor spintronics point of view, the ma-
jor drawback is the lack of room temperature ferromagnetic semiconductors and
the extrinsic origin of ferromagnetism.

Some of these disadvantages could be overcome if AFMs are used instead.
The major advantages of AFM is the absence of a stray field and the relative
insensitivity to an external magnetic field or radiation. Hence, the integration
density, unlike for FM, is not limited. Another advantage is that the switching
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of antiferromagnetic moments is supposed to be faster than in case of ferromag-
netic moments [111] and less energy consuming. When combining magnetic and
semiconducting properties in one material, AFMs are more likely to keep the
semiconducting properties. The reason is that in FM exchange splitting tends to
lower the energy gap, as is illustrated in Fig. 2.18.

Figure 2.18: Schematic picture why AFM semiconductors are more favorable
than FM semiconductors. After [98]

Compared to FM spintronics, the AFM one is not so well explored yet, howev-
er, several phenomena known from FM, as AMR [7], TAMR[5] or spin Hall angle
[82], have been found to be present also in AFMs, and other effects, as SOT [111]
or AHE [81], are predicted. Some of other phenomena, as thermoelectric effects
or resonance effects in AFM, are described incomparably less than in FM or not
at all. Beside all the advantages, AFM also suffer by some disadvantages. The
same properties that make AFMs appealing for applications are, however, also
bringing several challenges to the AFM spintronics. One of the most important
is the way of manipulation of AFM moments that was not systematically studied
yet. Another open questions is fabrication of high quality AFM semiconductor
and a proof of its spintronic functionality.
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3. Manipulation of the
Antiferromagnetic Moments

3.1 Concepts to Manipulate AFM Moments

The major goal of this chapter is to study ways of AFM moments manipulation.
We have employed three techniques which enable AFM moments manipula-

tion. First, we focus on the exchange spring effect and we study behavior of the
AFM in a coupled system IrMn/NiFe. This method relies on the FM layer which
is used as a tool to manipulate the AFM moments. In the next step we remove
the FM layer and we study the manipulation of AFM moments by cooling in
an external magnetic field through the critical temperature TN . When a mag-
netic field during the cooling process is applied along different crystallographic
directions, AFM moments can be oriented and aligned in different orientations.
Different orientation of AFM moments results in varying TAMR signal.

We have employed magnetometry and TAMR as detection tools of magnetic
moments orientation [5, 6] in the two previously described methods. Although
magnetometry is primarily sensitive to the FM layer and TAMR is sensitive to the
AFM layer we have shown that TAMR and magnetometry data can be correlated.

The last studied technique is based on current induced torques acting on AFM
moments. We have prepared nanostructures comprising an ultrathin AFM which
enabled measurements above and below TN . For detection of current induced
torques we have employed second harmonic technique, which detects sensitively
non-ohmic variations of measured resistance.

Magnetic and transport properties of the samples are studied. More details
about the used instruments can be found in Appendix A.1. Magnetic properties
of the samples were measured in Quantum Design Superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) MPMS XL-7. Transport properties were studied in
Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) and Oxford
Instruments (OI) cryostat with a 3D vector magnet.

3.2 Materials and Structures

Materials and samples used for AFM moments manipulation will be summarized
in this section and their magnetic and structural properties will be presented.

3.2.1 IrMn Antiferromagnet

The AFM material present in all discussed nanostructures is Ir0.2Mn0.8. This
material was selected as a typical representative of AFM that is widely used and
grown also for technology applications. A phase diagram of Ir-Mn is shown in
Fig. 3.1. Ir-Mn alloys exist in several stable configurations depending on the
Mn percentage and temperature; the chemically ordered phase IrMn3 reaches the
highest critical temperature, ranging between 730 K [23] to 1000 K [26]. If grown
in thin films, it has the same triangular magnetic structure as bulk IrMn3 [26].
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Figure 3.1: Phase diagram of Ir-Mn alloy. After [130].

The chemically disordered IrMn has magnetic moments tilted from the crystal
diagonals [26], and the critical temperature of the material is reduced approxi-
mately to the range between 650 K [23] - 730 K [26]. The chemically disordered
IrxMn1−x (x ranging 0.15-0.25) is preferred for magnetic storage applications be-
cause of large exchange fields and high thermal stability. It is important to note
that the critical temperature TN of ultra thin films (below 3 nm) of IrMn can be
further reduced to values below room temperature [7].

3.2.2 Layered Structures

All samples studied in this chapter consist of polycrystalline layers prepared by
UHV RF magnetron sputtering in base pressure 10−9 Torr on a thermally oxi-
dized silicon substrate with ∼100 - 700 nm SiO2 layer or on SrTiO3 substrate.
Magnetic field of 0.4 T in the sample plane was applied during the growth. The
basic structures studied in this thesis are schematically shown in Fig. 3.2. Lay-
ered materials were prepared according to our requirements by Hitachi, Japan
and LNESS Como, Italy. Complete list of measured samples can be found in
Appendix A.2 and is schematically shown in Fig. 3.2. The layered structure in
Fig. 3.2 (a) is used for exchange spring study, the important property is exchange
coupling on the AFM/FM interface. The layered structure in Fig. 3.2 (b) is
used for AFM moment manipulation by cooling in magnetic field, the important
characteristic is thin IrMn film with reduced TN and absence of FM layer. The
layered structure in Fig. 3.2 (c) is used for study of current induced torques, the
important characteristic are thin metallic layers. The choice of materials and
layer thickness is summarized in the following:

Ta/Ru layer Common recipe started from buffer layers of Tantalum and Ruthe-
nium (typically ∼60 nm) to smooth the interface. The buffer layer was critical for
sample fabrication into tunnel junctions (for TAMR) and for the IrMn thickness
study. For current induced effects experiments it was, however, critical to achieve
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a high current density. Therefore the buffer layer thickness had to be reduced to
only thin (2-5 nm) Ta.

FM layer The choice of FM layer was also different for various experiments.
The interface IrMn/NiFe is known for high and well defined exchange coupling.
For this reason, IrMn/NiFe system was selected to study the exchange spring
and the role of temperature and IrMn thickness. The NiFe thickness was fixed
to 10 nm in all exchange spring experiments, the easy plane of the material
was in-plane. In contrast, for current induced effects out-of-plane anisotropy of
the FM layer is preferred and thin layers are required to achieve high current
density. Therefore thin CoFeB layers, known to have out-of-plane anisotropy
[131], were prepared. IrMn/CoFeB interface is known for weak and positive
exchange coupling [52] as was also confirmed in our samples. A strong exchange
coupling is, however, not required to study current induced torque, as will be
discussed in the Sec. 3.6.

oxide and capping layers The MgO oxide layers were sputtered from a target
under pure Ar atmosphere with pressure of 10 mTorr and annealed after the
growth to achieve crystalline structure of MgO [5, 6, 7]. The MgO oxide layer
served either as a tunneling barrier in case of the TAMR experiments or as a
capping layer to protect the metallic layers. Wafers that were further processed
for TAMR devices were capped by a Pt layer which served as the second electrode
on the other side of the MgO barrier. Unpatterned samples which were measured
in SQUID did not contain Pt layer. Wafers grown for current induced torque
effects experiments (Fig. 3.2 (c)) contained also AlOx layer to protect the ultrathin
metallic layers below.

Figure 3.2: Schematic compositions of samples measured in this chapter. (a)
Samples used for manipulation of AFM moments by exchange spring, (b) stack of
layers used to manipulate AFM moments by cooling in magnetic field, (c) samples
used to study current induced effect on AFM.

3.2.3 Device Fabrication for Magnetotransport

TAMR devices Tunnel junctions were patterned in Hitachi, Japan and LNESS,
Como. In order to define the MTJs for electrical measurements, mesa structures
of 1 × 2 µm2 - 5 × 10 µm2 were patterned from the wafer by photolithography
and ion milling. After device fabrication, wafers were annealed at 350◦ C for 1h in
a 10−6 Torr vacuum in a magnetic field of 0.4 T applied along the same direction
as during the growth.
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Figure 3.3: Design of a device consisting of 4 Hall bars rotated by 45◦ to each
other and a SEM image of one Hall bar with dimensions indicated in the picture.

Hall bars Current induced effects were studied on Hall bars patterned from
wafers fabricated in Hitachi, Japan. Details about lithography processing can be
found in Appendix A.4. An example of a device design and a SEM image of a
Hall bar are shown in Fig. 3.3. Four Hall bars were fabricated in each device in
order to measure simultaneously multiple Hall bars with different angles between
magnetic field and current. The width of a Hall bar is 2 µm, the distance between
the longitudinal contacts is 7 µm. Samples were tested on a probe station before
they were glued and wire-bonded to a chip carrier or PCB.

3.3 Samples characterization

3.3.1 X-Ray Diffraction and Reflectivity

All wafers were characterized by X-Ray reflectivity (XRR) and X-Ray diffraction
(XRD). XRD determines the crystal quality and orientation. XRR gives infor-
mation about thickness of the particular layers and interfacial roughness. Special
care was taken to analyze data measured on ultra-thin films (stack of layers in
Fig. 3.2 (c)) which will be discussed in more details in the last paragraph of this
section.

XRD characterization XRD characterization was done by X. Marti and V. Holy
(Charles University, Prague) and D. Kriegner (JKU, Linz). XRD was used to ver-
ify the out-of-plane texture of the films as shown in Fig. 3.4; the IrMn and NiFe
layers are (111) out-of-plane oriented, Ru and Ta are (001) and (110) oriented,
respectively. In the plane of the layers the samples are polycrystalline. The MgO
insulating barrier has a pronounced [001] out-of-plane texture (preferred orienta-
tion of individual crystals), while the IrMn layer shows strong [111] texture, as
was also confirmed in previous works [5].

XRR Characterization of ultra-thin layers To confirm the nominal thick-
ness of the ultra-thin layers several methods were employed. The main character-
ization was done by careful XRR measurement and analysis by D. Kriegner and
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Figure 3.4: Material characterization by XRD. Measured sample stack shown in
Fig. 3.2 (a). Left: All individual layers show out-of-plane texture as indicated in
the labels of the XRD peaks. Right: Data show that the layers are polycrystalline
with no preferred in-plane orientation. Measured by X. Marti (unpublished).

V. Holy (Charles University, Prague), the obtained data were in agreement with
X-Ray fluorescence measured on one particular sample by B. Kaerstner (PTB,
Berlin). The ultrathin magnetic layers were also studied by SQUID magnetome-
try, as will be discussed in the next section. XRR measurements were performed
using a laboratory diffractometer with Cu radiation. The layer thickness de-
termined by XRR is: Ta(2.2±0.2 nm)/IrMn(0.6±0.3 nm)/CoFeB(0.9±0.2 nm)
/MgO(1.4±0.2 nm) capped with 10 nm of AlOx for sample with CoFeB and
Ta(5±0.2 nm)/ IrMn(1.3±0.3 nm)/MgO(1.4±0.2 nm/AlOx(10 nm) for sample
without CoFeB. The root mean square roughness of all interfaces is 0.15−0.3 nm.
XRR simulations are performed using the Parratt formalism [132] shown in
Fig. 3.5. Omitting any of the five distinct layers in the simulation would not
allow to fit the measured data.

Figure 3.5: Material characterization. X-Ray reflectivity measurement (blue dots)
and simulation (red line) of the sample with CoFeB in the left panel and without
CoFeB in the right panel. Measured by D. Kriegner (unpublished).
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Figure 3.6: STEM image of stack of layers with low and high resolution to
confirm the high quality of the layers. Left: Details of the interfaces. Right:
Distinct interfaces over large distance. After [7].

3.3.2 Scanning Probe Microscopy

The wafers were characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) in order to
obtain the roughness of the surface and the homogeneity of the wafer. AFM mea-
surements were carried out by group in LNESS Como. AFM analyses at interme-
diate growth steps revealed that each new layer preserved the RMS roughness of
less than 1 nm. The high structural quality of the heterostructures was confirmed
by STEM, an example of STEM images taken by M. Varela (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory) is shown in Fig. 3.6. This particular image is taken on a sample from
the batch schematically sketched in Fig. 3.2 (b). Low and high resolution STEM
Z-contrast images show that the stacking comprises continuous films over large
distances.

3.3.3 Magnetometry

All wafers were characterized by SQUID magnetometer prior device fabrication
to confirm the expected magnetic properties. SQUID magnetometry was in par-
ticular important tool to study the exchange spring effect as will be discussed in
more details later. In this section we will show the exchange coupling presence on
IrMn/FM interfaces and we will discuss the effect of annealing on the exchange
coupling effect. Wafers containing only IrMn (no FM) were also measured in
SQUID prior device fabrication in order to confirm zero net magnetic moment.

Exchange Coupling at IrMn/FM Interface

Exchange coupling effect (consisting of increased coercivity Hec and exchange bias
shift Heb) was introduced in Chap. 2.1.2 for a general AFM/FM interface. Ex-
change coupling is, however, very sensitive to material selection, layer thickness,
temperature, interface roughness and other parameters. Therefore a systematic
magnetometry measurement of every sample was performed to confirm the cou-
pling of the FM layer with IrMn. Interface between IrMn/NiFe is well known for
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a strong exchange coupling. Typical thickness of IrMn in such bilayer is ∼ 10 nm
leading to high IrMn anisotropy. Exchange coupling at the AFM/FM interface
is present, however, due to the strong anisotropy of thick IrMn, the exchange
coupling effect is reduced to exchange bias shift only. The exchange coupling
is however present also for thinner IrMn; in this case the coupling between FM
and AFM has two consequences, one is exchange bias and the second is exchange
broadening. It is important to note that the blocking temperature TB, at which
the exchange coupling disappears, is not identical for Hec and Heb and therefore
two critical blocking temperature may exist.

Symmetry of Exchange Coupling Effect An important characteristics of
exchange coupling effect is its symmetry with respect to the direction of magnetic
field cooling. IrMn/NiFe samples were grown in magnetic field, thus preferred
direction of magnetization was set and samples exhibit exchange coupling effect
also when cooled in zero magnetic field, as can be seen in Fig. 3.7 (black line).
The main difference is, however, in the shape of magnetization loop, when a
sample is cooled in magnetic field a typical asymmetric shape of the hysteresis
loop occurs (blue line in left panel in Fig. 3.7). This asymmetry does not persist
after training.

When IrMn/NiFe interface is cooled down in positive magnetic field the shift
of the magnetization loop to negative values should be identical as shift to the
positive values after cooling in negative magnetic field. The starting temperature
for cooling in field needs to be higher than the critical TN in order to achieve a
symmetric exchange bias. This can be used to roughly estimated TN of a thin
AFM film as seen in Fig. 3.7. Two samples were cooled in magnetic field +0.3 T
and -0.3 T from 400 K. The sample with 5 nm IrMn exhibit symmetric exchange
bias at low temperature as shown in the left panel. The sample with 10 nm
IrMn, however, does not exhibit symmetric exchange bias at low temperature, as
shown in the right panel. This can be explained by reduced TN of thinner IrMn
to vicinity of 400 K while TN of 10 nm thick IrMn is well above 400 K.

Figure 3.7: Symmetry of exchange bias as a function of IrMn thickness. Samples
were cooled in±0.3 T from 400 K. Left: 5 nm thin IrMn sample exhibit symmetric
EB. Right: 10 nm thick IrMn does not show symmetric EB.
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Effect of Annealing on Exchange Coupling Effect Samples were annealed
at 350◦ in order to increase the exchange coupling effect on the IrMn/NiFe inter-
face. The effect of annealing on exchange coupling is shown in Fig. 3.8. A wafer
comprising IrMn(5 nm)/NiFe was divided into four parts; one part remained as
grown and three parts were annealed at different temperatures (270◦C, 300◦C,
350◦C). A sample from each quarter was afterwards measured in SQUID, the
results are shown in Fig. 3.8. It can be seen that both Hec and Heb increase with
the increasing annealing temperature, the strongest effect is after annealing at
350◦. Similar increase of exchange coupling was observed for all measured sam-
ples, in Fig. 3.8 (b),(c) three examples are shown (IrMn thickness 4 nm, 5 nm
and 7.5 nm).

Figure 3.8: Effect of annealing on EB. All data shown are measured at 5 K after
cooling in a magnetic field +0.5 T from 400 K in-plane of the sample. Sample
with 5 nm thick IrMn (a) was measured as grown and annealed at 270◦C, 300◦C,
350◦C, samples with 7.5 nm thick IrMn (b) and 4 nm thick IrMn (c) measured
as grown and annealed at 350◦C.

Exchange Coupling at IrMn/CoFeB Interface Another studied system
was IrMn/CoFeB interface where IrMn was only 1 nm thin. This bilayer is not as
much studied as IrMn/NiFe or IrMn/CoFe because the observed exchange broad-
ening is weaker and exchange bias was found to be small and shifted to positive
values (positive exchange bias). Consistent with literature [52] we observed a
small positive exchange bias and only a small exchange broadening as shown in
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Fig. 3.9 when sample is field cooled in magnetic field from 400 K to 5 K. The
ultra thin IrMn has lower TN and therefore also the blocking temperature of the
exchange coupling is lowered. At 200 K the interface IrMn/CoFeB does not ex-
hibit any exchange coupling effect anymore as can be seen in the right panel in
Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Exchange coupling on IrMn/CoFeB interface. Left: Measured at 5 K
after cooling in magnetic field ±1 T from 400 K in-plane of the sample. Right:
After cooling in magnetic field from 400 K to 200 K.

Samples with IrMn only

Wafers without FM layer are expected to show only linear paramagnetic or dia-
magnetic signal when measured in SQUID (depending on the type of used sub-
strate). The absence of net magnetic moment is an important confirmation of
fully compensated AFM without FM inclusions or impurities. For this reason we
have measured a magnetization loop of all wafers containing no FM prior device
fabrication. An example is shown in Fig. 3.10. Note that there is no hysteretic
behavior observed. Furthermore, the linear magnetization loop can be roughly
compared with expected diamagnetism of the substrate. Knowing the size of
the presented sample and the magnetic susceptibility of silicon we estimated the
magnetic moment to be roughly 1.2 ×10−5 emu when 1000 Oe is applied, which
is in agreement of measured data. We also estimated the contribution of a 10 nm
thick IrMn film in case all the magnetic moments of Mn would be polarized, and
we obtained value ∼ 1.0×10−5 emu. This value would be visible in the measured
data, if present. Because this contribution was not observed we concluded that
IrMn has the expected AFM order.
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Figure 3.10: Magnetic moment of a sample with 10 nm thick IrMn (comprising
no FM). No net magnetic moment can be observed

3.4 AFM Moments Manipulation by Exchange

Spring Effect

The first discussed technique of AFM moments manipulation is the exchange
spring effect [44]. When a FM is coupled to IrMn the rotation of FM moments
can lead to a spring created in the IrMn layer. According to the Mauri model an
exchange spring can be created if KAFM

u is small, which is the case of thin IrMn.
In thick IrMn layers KAFM

u is relatively stronger and the exchange spring is less
favorable to appear.

On the other side, when the IrMn layer is too thin, the anisotropy is lowered,
and the AFM layer rotates fully with the FM, only increasing Hec. This means
that an exchange spring creation depends on the thickness of IrMn. Another pa-
rameter that strongly influences the exchange spring is temperature variation of
the IrMn anisotropy and the exchange coupling constant. Therefore, we have sys-
tematically measured bilayers of IrMn/NiFe(10 nm) with varying IrMn thickness
from 1.5 nm to 10 nm in temperature range between 5 K to 400 K.

3.4.1 SQUID Measurements

The exchange spring effect can be studied by analyzing SQUID measurements of
a magnetization loop M(H) of a FM coupled to an AFM. This method does not
require sample patterning and, compared to sensitive MTJ devices, the risk of
sample damage is very low. It is important to note, however, that the SQUID
magnetometry detects only the FM ordered moments, therefore the information
about AFM moments can be deduced only indirectly. The schematic illustration
of the measured stack of layers is in Fig. 3.11.

An example of a magnetization loop without any exchange coupling effect is
shown in Fig. 3.12 (a). In this case the response measured by SQUID magne-
tometer reflects only the magnetic properties of NiFe, M(H) is not shifted and
has a small coercive field.

When AFM moments are robust (typically when the AFM layer is thick) M(H)
is shifted as can be seen in Fig. 3.12 (b). In this case the IrMn/NiFe interface
adds an exchange field which is causing the shift of M(H), however, no exchange
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Figure 3.11: Schematic illustration of the stack of layers used for exchange spring
effect experiments.

spring is generated and AFM moments are not manipulated. Another extreme
case is a very thin IrMn, where the lowered anisotropy allows the AFM layer to
fully follow the FM layer and therefore no shift of M(H) is created. Instead, the
magnetization loop is broadened as can be seen in Fig. 3.12 (c). Both of these
situations can be explained within the MB model of exchange coupling. The last
scenario, shown in Fig. 3.12 (d), is a magnetization loop that is both broadened
and shifted. This means that the AFM moments can be rotated, however, only
partially (compared to the full rotation represented in Fig. 3.12 (c)). The last
two examples are of particular importance for transport measurement and it can
not be described by a simple MB model as will be discussed in the end of this
section.

As already mentioned, the important parameters that decide if exchange
spring can lead to any AFM moments reorientation are the thickness of IrMn
and the experimental temperatures. The data shown in Fig. 3.12 are selected to
illustrate four possible scenarios. For a complete picture, however, we measured
systematically several thicknesses of IrMn at various temperatures. The list of
samples can be found in Appendix A.2, the thickness of IrMn ranged from 1.5 nm
to 10 nm, all samples were measured after field cooling in magnetic field 0.5 T
in-plane of the sample from 400 K to temperatures between 5 K to 390 K. Every
M(H) was then analyzed and values of exchange broadening Hec and exchange
bias Heb were extracted. The results of this analysis are summarized in Fig. 3.13.

As seen in the left panel of Fig. 3.13 Heb is strongest for IrMn thickness ∼ 4 nm
at 5 K. When temperature is increased Heb for IrMn 4 nm is getting significantly
weaker and it vanishes at ∼ 350 K. The reduced blocking temperature of Heb is
related to lowered TN of thin IrMn. For thicker 10 nm IrMn the exchange bias
at low temperature is not as strong as for the thin IrMn; however, it persists
up to higher temperature (the instrument measurement range did not allow to
study blocking temperature higher than 400 K). Right panel of Fig. 3.13 shows
exchange broadening as a function of IrMn thickness and temperature. It can
be seen that the highest broadening at low temperature is observed for thinnest
IrMn. When increasing temperature Hec is relatively quickly decreasing for all
thicknesses of IrMn with exception of IrMn ∼ 3-5 nm thick. This means that
for this thickness range the AFM moments are partially rotated also at higher
temperatures.

Based on Fig. 3.13 we can identify four different regions with respect to the
exchange coupling behavior, and condense Fig. 3.13 into a diagram shown in
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Figure 3.12: Effect of exchange coupling on magnetization loop of NiFe. (a)
M(H) when IrMn/NiFe interface is not coupled. (b) M(H) for robust ”bulk-like”
IrMn, the coercivity is not increased, only exchange shift appears. (c) M(H) for
IrMn with low anisotropy, thin IrMn which rotates fully with NiFe, M(H) exhibits
only increased coercivity without exchange shift. (d) M(H) with both increased
coercivity and shift, partial rotation of IrMn moments.

Fig. 3.14. In the first region above both blocking temperatures no exchange
coupling effect is observed (red color in Fig. 3.14). The second phase (green)
can be interpreted as the situation when IrMn and NiFe are coupled, however,
anisotropy of IrMn is low and it fully follows the NiFe magnetization. The third
region (blue) is a transition region when IrMn is thick enough not to be fully
rotated and in the same time it is not thick enough that the strong bulk anisotropy
would take over. This leads to a partial rotation of the AFM moments, i.e.
creation of an exchange spring. The last region (black) covers data measured on
thick IrMn samples which at lower temperatures exhibit a weak broadening of
M(H), however at high temperature behaves as a robust bulk IrMn.

Note that this diagram is reflecting only presence/absence of Heb and Hec and
not their value. Therefore also a small Heb and Hec (which might not be seen at
color scale in the right panel in Fig. 3.13) lead to partial rotation (blue region in
Fig. 3.14).
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Figure 3.13: Exchange bias and exchange broadening in IrMn/NiFe as a function
of IrMn thickness and temperature measured from non-patterned wafers of size
∼3×5 mm2 after cooling in 0.5 T magnetic field from 400 K.

Figure 3.14: Phase diagram of the exchange coupling effect. Measured at non-
patterned samples of size ∼3×5 mm2 with different IrMn thickness at different
temperature after cooling in magnetic field 0.5 T in sample plane from 400 K.
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3.4.2 TAMR Measurements

The diagram presented in Fig. 3.14 summarized the exchange coupling as mea-
sured by SQUID magnetometry, which is an indirect method relying on the FM
and its coupling with the AFM. As was discussed in the introduction chapter, the
orientation of AFM moments can be directly detected by the tunneling anisotropy
magnetoresistance. A TAMR device structure is sketched in left panel of Fig. 3.15:
a MgO tunneling barrier is separating the IrMn and top Pt electrode. The top
and bottom electrodes allow wire-bonding without affecting the tunneling pillar
(2-50 µm2), typically we measured tunneling structures with dimensions 3×6 µm2

which showed most robust transport properties. The resistance was measured us-
ing a four-point geometry at constant bias voltage of 20 mV applied to the top
electrode. The tunneling barrier is expected to show a non-linear I(V) dependence
when measured across the barrier; a typical I(V) characteristic is shown in the
right panel in Fig. 3.15. To highlight the non-linearity of the I(V) characteristic
also the derivative is shown in the figure.

The tunneling resistance is sensitive to the density of states and the chemical
potential of the electrodes [4] near to the barrier, therefore the AFM layer is
the active element in this structure. This means that the relative orientation of
AFM moments leads to a variation of the TAMR signal and therefore can serve
as a direct detection of a change of the AFM moments orientation. We have
measured TAMR response on devices fabricated from the same wafers that were
characterized by SQUID, and we have shown a clear correspondence, as will be
presented in the following.

Figure 3.15: Left: Schematic illustration of the tunnel junction pillar between
the top and the bottom electrode. Voltage and current contacts were connected
to the same electrode. Wire-bonding pads were spatially far from the sensitive
tunnel junction. Right: A typical I(V) characteristic of a TAMR device measured
from a MTJ with of area 3x6 µm2 The non-linearity is clearly seen in dI/dV (blue
line).

Correspondence between Magnetometry and TAMR TAMR was mea-
sured during in-plane magnetic field sweep while biasing the junction with a
constant voltage, typically 20 mV. As the TAMR signal varies with the orien-
tation of the AFM moments below the barrier we can expect several types of
behavior depending on the exchange coupling on the IrMn/NiFe interface. This
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is illustrated in Fig. 3.16, where data of the TAMR device with 3 nm IrMn is
presented in several phases of the diagram in Fig. 3.14 for different temperatures
corresponding to different scenarios according to Fig. 3.14. When no exchange
coupling effect is present (corresponding to SQUID data shown in Fig. 3.16 (a)),
the AFM moments can not be manipulated and no TAMR signal variation is
observed, as shown in Fig. 3.16 (b). A similar situation occurs when IrMn is
coupled to NiFe, however, it is too rigid to be manipulated. This is the situation
described in Fig. 3.14 by black points and it is typical for thick IrMn. In these
two cases the signal of TAMR is not affected by the external magnetic field sweep.

Figure 3.16: Corresponding TAMR and SQUID signals on IrMn 3 nm sample.
SQUID data are examples representing different phases of the diagram: (a) no
exchange coupling effect (400 K), (b) only broadening (120 K) and partial rotation
(50 K). Transport data measured at (b) 300 K, (d) 125 K, (f) 50 K. Applied
voltage at TAMR junction was 0.02 V and MTJ area of 3x6 µm2 was used. Two
colors of the TAMR signal correspond to two directions of in-plane magnetic field
sweep.

The next phase describes the case of IrMn layer with low anisotropy. An
example of SQUID data is shown in Fig. 3.16 (c), where only exchange broadening
is observed. Corresponding TAMR signal is shown in Fig. 3.16 (d). As can
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be seen from the SQUID data, the AFM moments are fully rotating with the
FM, consequently, the orientation of the IrMn moments changes by 180◦ when
magnetic field sweeps from positive to negative values. As was explained in the
introduction, these two states are indistinguishable by their resistance. Only
during moment reversal in the close vicinity to zero magnetic field, when the
moments are rotating, the TAMR signal varies. This is what is observed in
Fig. 3.16 (d), the TAMR values measured at high positive and negative magnetic
fields are identical and the only variation occurs around zero magnetic field.

The last discussed phase corresponds to M(H) with non-zero Hec and Heb

as shown in Fig. 3.16 (e), i.e. the blue points in Fig. 3.14. The TAMR signal
is shown in Fig. 3.16 (f). In this case the moments are dragged by NiFe and
rotated only partially to a metastable position. Therefore, the orientation of the
AFM moments for two magnetic field directions is different. The TAMR signal
has two states for two polarities of the magnetic field and exhibits spin-valve like
behavior.

In order to complement our data we performed measurements when a magnet-
ic field with an amplitude higher than the saturation field was rotating. Because
the magnetic field is higher than HC , the magnetization of NiFe follows the mag-
netic field. If IrMn and NiFe are coupled the AFM moments are dragged by the
FM. The results are summarized in Fig. 3.17 and are consistent with the presented
magnetic sweep data. At low temperature (Fig. 3.17 (a) and (b)) TAMR signals
at 0◦ and 180◦ are not identical, in other words two indistinguishable states exist
when magnetic field changes from positive to negative value. This corresponds to
the partial rotation of the AFM as depicted by blue color in Fig. 3.14. At 50 K
(Fig. 3.17) the 3 nm IrMn sample (c) again exhibit two different states when
magnetic field rotates 180◦, however, the thin IrMn 1.5 nm (d) already shows
identical state at positive and negative fields. This corresponds to the green re-
gion in Fig. 3.14 where AFM moments are fully rotated. At 100 K both 3 nm
and 1.5 nm IrMn fully follow the NiFe and thus the TAMR signal at 0◦ and 180◦

is identical (Fig. 3.17 (e) and (f)).

3.4.3 Discussion of Results in Context of Existing Models

In the MB model (explained in Chap. 2.1.2)Heb should vanish whenKAFM
u tAFM/Jeb

<1. It is known that KAFM
u decreases when temperature increases [133] which

is generally consistent with our data; in the left panel in Fig. 3.13 we observe
Heb = 0 for higher temperature in thin samples. The anisotropy KAFM

u of the
IrMn also depends on the thickness of the film. In the left panel in Fig. 3.13 can
be seen that with increasing thickness the exchange bias persists up to higher
temperatures.

The measured data point to some limitations of existing exchange coupling
models. The MB model tends to overestimate the strength of coupling. In the MB
model exchange coupling constant JEB can be estimated from Eq. 2.15 leading
to, for example, JEB ∼ 0.4 erg/cm2 for the 3 nm IrMn sample at low tempera-
ture. The estimated effective interface coupling constant Jeb is smaller than the
exchange constants in the AFM and FM materials alone.

The major failure of the MB model is, however, to explain simultaneous pres-
ence of Heb and Hec as we observed in our data (blue color in Fig. 3.14). This is
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Figure 3.17: TAMR when magnetic field is rotated with amplitude higher than the
coercive field of NiFe for different temperature and IrMn thickness as indicated.
The magnetic field was rotated between 0◦ and 180◦ (black line), to highlight
the symmetry of the effects the inversion symmetry images are added (grey line).
After [6].

because the model can not describe the partial rotation of the AFM moments (re-
member that one of the assumptions is validity of Stoner-Wohlfart single domain
model in both FM and AFM). Our TAMR measurements, however, demonstrate
the ability of AFM moments to rotate to distinct metastable AFM spin states
that are not fully rotated by 180◦. The strength of TAMR signal at low tempera-
tures indicates that the AFM moments can be effectively manipulated. This and
the pinning to a metastable state could explain the decreased Heb compared to
the MB model expectation.

It can be seen in Fig. 3.16 that TAMR signal exhibits hysteretic behavior
both in panel (d) and (f). The coercivity of the TAMR signal can not be directly
correlated to Hec measured by SQUID due to the fact that SQUID averages over
the large unpatterned sample, unlike TAMR that is measured on the small area
below the tunneling barrier. Some trends can, however, be observed; for example,
increase of TAMR coercivity which corresponds to increase of coercivity in right
panel in Fig. 3.13. The study of TAMR signal correspondence with magnetometry
is, however, limited to the fact that TAMR can be measured only in a relatively
narrow window of IrMn thicknesses.

The Mauri model explains the reduced Heb by creation of domain walls on
the AFM/FM interface. Although, this could be true for our thick IrMn samples,
this model is unlikely to be valid for our thinnest IrMn samples since they are
thinner than the expected domain wall width in IrMn [134, 135]. The Malozemoff
and Radu models assume uncompensated spins on the AFM/FM interface as a
correction to the simplest exchange bias model. This could explain our SQUID
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measurement, our transport measurement is, however, sensitive to the interface
between IrMn and tunneling barrier and therefore cannot be explained by these
models.

To summarize, by studying the AFM moments manipulation in a FM/AFM/
oxide stack by two methods, sensitive either to FM or AFM moments, we could
approach not only the AFM/FM interface but also the AFM/insulator interface
and complement the existing models that were previously discussed in literature.

3.4.4 Thermal Induced Magnetization Fluctuation

In the previous work by Park et al. [5] strong TAMR signal based on IrMn was
observed at low temperature; for most of technological applications, however, a
room temperature spin-valve signal would be important. Recently, a weak TAMR
signal at 300 K was observed in Pt/Co/IrMn/AlOx/Pt system with perpendicular
coupling [136]. We have focused to identify the thickness of IrMn which would
allow two state spin-valve like signal at room temperature in IrMn/NiFe struc-
tures. It can be seen in Fig. 3.14 that AFM moments in ∼4 nm thick IrMn exhibit
partial rotation which corresponds to a two state TAMR signal. Indeed, at 300 K
we observed TAMR signal, however, the metastable states were not stable, as can
be seen in Fig. 3.18 (c) where raw data show random oscillations between two
states when recorded in time. This is caused by the increased temperature at
which thermally activated magnetic fluctuations do not allow to stabilize the two
states, which are independent on the applied magnetic field. This means that the
exchange spring created on the AFM/FM interface is not transferred through the
full thickness of IrMn and the AFM moments on the IrMn/MgO interface can
not be manipulated by the FM layer.

To confirm that the two states are of TAMR origin we took advantage of
characteristic voltage dependence of the TAMR signal. The TAMR signal is
not equal at every applied voltage, instead it reaches a maximum at a negative
voltage. A typical TAMR signal when 20 mV is applied at low temperature is
shown in Fig. 3.18 (a). The corresponding voltage characteristic of the TAMR
signal for the same sample is shown in Fig. 3.18 (b) showing the characteristic
asymmetry with respect to zero voltage.

Due to the magnetic fluctuations the TAMR signal at 300 K cannot be eval-
uated by subtracting two resistance states as in the previous case. We can, how-
ever, define a TAMR-like (”TAMR”) signal by subtracting two measurements
(independent of the magnetic field applied). We can measure this signal at differ-
ent voltage applied to obtain the voltage dependence of TAMR-like signal. The
results is shown in Fig. 3.18 (d). It can be seen that it has the characteristic
asymmetry.
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Figure 3.18: Thermal fluctuation of TAMR at room temperature. (a) TAMR
measured at 50 K in sample with 3 nm IrMn when biasing with 0.02 V. (b) Volt-
age characteristic of TAMR signal at 50 K in 3 nm IrMn sample. (c) TAMR
signal measured at 300 K in the 4 nm IrMn sample. Random switching between
two metastable states due to the increased thermal fluctuation. (d) Voltage char-
acteristic of TAMR signal at 300 K in 4 nm IrMn sample. Blue and red points
in panel (a) and (b) correspond to magnetic field sweep in opposite direction, in
panel (b) they illustrate the independence of the signal on the magnetic field.

3.4.5 Summary of the Exchange Spring Based AFM Ma-
nipulation

In summary, we have systematically studied the exchange spring effect for various
IrMn thickness at different temperatures. We developed a method to correlate
magnetometry (sensitive to FM layer) and transport data (sensitive to AFM lay-
er) in order to study the orientation of AFM moments. We have identified a
region where IrMn moments can be manipulated. Within this region we found
the range of IrMn thickness that leads to only partial rotation of IrMn and can be
therefore used in a spin-valve structure where IrMn serves as an active element
of a spintronic device. We also pointed out that at higher temperatures thermal-
ly induced magnetization fluctuations complicate the stabilization of the AFM
moments. The measured data complement existing exchange coupling models as
discussed above.
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3.5 AFM Moments Manipulation by Field Cool-

ing

It was shown in the previous section that the AFM moments can be manipulated
by the exchange spring effect and afterwards detected by TAMR. Different TAMR
states (spin valve-like signal) were defined by the orientation of IrMn moments
(i.e. the AFM served as an active element in the MTJ), the FM layer had to
be present in order to manipulate the AFM moments. Although the FM layer
was only a tool to manipulate the AFM moments, many of the AFM spintronic
advantages, as relative insensitivity of AFM moments to an external field or
possibility of higher integration density, would be affect by its presence. In this
section we will describe another way of AFM moments manipulation which does
not require the FM element.

Figure 3.19: Schematic illustration of the stack of the layers used for cooling-in-
field experiments.

We prepared a stack of layers (shown in Fig. 3.19) comprising no FM and we
show that metastable states corresponding to different spin configurations of the
AFM can be set by cooling the sample and crossing the critical temperature TN
in an external magnetic fields with different orientations. The detection method
by TAMR remains same, we only remove the FM from the stack as illustrated
in left panel in Fig. 3.20. The devices show tunneling I(V) characteristics (right
panel in Fig. 3.20) typical for standard MgO magnetic tunneling junctions with
the same MgO thickness.

Figure 3.20: Left: Sketch of a TAMR device used for field cooling experiments.
Right: I(V) characteristic and the corresponding dI/dV showing non-linear de-
pendence.

In order to reduce the Néel temperature of IrMn the thickness of the layer
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was only 2 nm. The Néel temperature below 300 K was required in order to be
able to measure the transport properties across the transition from paramagnetic
to AFM state in the cryostat with temperature range 5 K - 300 K.

The estimated Néel temperature was 173 K. The critical temperature was
confirmed by an independent experiment done by M. Molina-Ruiz and A. Lopen-
dia (ICMAB, Barcelona, Spain). They determined TN by the Quasi-adiabatic
nanocalorimetry measurement. This technique directly measures the specific heat
of the sample, enabling the observation of the critical behavior in the specific heat
near TN . The Néel temperature inferred from the inflexion point of the specific
heat singularity is approximately 173 K, therefore TN was significantly reduced
compared to the bulk IrMn TN ≥ 1000 K. More details about the method can
be found in [20].

We have measured magnetoresistance while cooling down in applied external
magnetic field, the result of cooling in different magnetic fields are shown in
Fig. 3.21. The resistance by area (RA) product measured at 20 mV while cooling
in magnetic field perpendicular to the sample surface Hz = 2 T (red line) and
the magnetic field in the plane of sample Hx = 2 T (green line) are shown. It
can be clearly seen that the RA product is identical until approximately 170 K
where the splitting of the two lines appears. The difference in resistance after
cooling in two different magnetic fields is ∼ 10 % at 120 K. When magnetic
field is applied perpendicular to the sample surface but with an opposite polarity
Hz = −2 T (black symbols in Fig. 3.21) the RA product is same compared to
cooling in Hz = 2 T , in agreement with the anisotropic magnetoresistance origin
of the measured signal. Note that the strong temperature dependence of the
TAMR signal is caused by the STO substrate that is changing its properties with
temperature.

Since the difference between TAMR signals for different field cooling disap-
pears above TN and since we observe a negligible magnetoresistance when the
temperature is stabilized below TN (as shown in the right panel in Fig. 3.21), the
observed magnetoresistance cannot be explained by a magnetization-independent
tunneling transport phenomena as, for example, effect of Lorentz force.

It is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.21 that once the sample is cooled below
the critical temperature, the magnetic orientation of the AFM moments is stable
and it cannot be changed by an external magnetic field up to 2 T applied in any
direction. This demonstrates that the measured signal is insensitive to relatively
high magnetic fields and it originates in AFM moments that become rigid once
they are cooled below their critical temperature.

The difference between the two temperature sweeps with different magnetic
field applied is shown in Fig. 3.22. In the same figure, the results on nanocalorime-
try are shown. It can be seen in Fig. 3.22 that the critical temperature estimated
by nanocalorimetry (red line) and transport measurement (black line) are in good
agreement.

Several MTJs with same stack of layers was measured, all of the having sim-
ilar RA and reproducible splitting when field-cooled in in-plane and out-of-plane
magnetic fields. A typical difference between two metastable resistance states
varied between 2% to 10% at 120 K. The highest values were found in devices
with the largest RA.
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Figure 3.21: TAMR while cooling in field. (a) TAMR signal measured on a
sample with area 3x6 µm2 with bias voltage 0.02 V. The signal is insensitive to
the magnetic field until the temperature drops to TN , where the signal starts to
split for different magnetic field orientations. (b) When AFM moments are cooled
to the low temperature they can not be manipulated anymore by any external
field.

Figure 3.22: Critical temperature estimation by nanocalorimetry and transport
measurement. After [7].

3.5.1 Summary of Field Cooling Based AFM Manipula-
tion

We have demonstrated the possibility of manipulating AFM moments by cooling
AFM material through its TN in an external magnetic field. When applying an
external magnetic field in different orientations we measured splitting of TAMR
signal appearing at TN . We demonstrated a proof of concept experiment showing
an electrically readable magnetic memory device which contains no ferromagnetic
elements and in which information can be written and stored in AFM material.
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3.6 AFM Moments Manipulation by Current

Induced Torques

In the previous two sections we have described two ways of AFM moments manip-
ulation which, however, had limitations either in using a FM layer to manipulate
the AFM or in using the slow field cooling procedure. The last discussed method
of manipulating IrMn moments does require neither a FM nor a field cooling
procedure. It is based on fully electric manipulation of the magnetic moments by
current induced spin torques.

3.6.1 Current induced torques on AFM moments

In the Chap. 2.4.2 we have introduced current induced torques. In particular we
have discussed the spin transfer torque that is commonly used in FMs and also
the recent discovery of spin orbit torques that rely on the spin-orbit coupling in
the material. The spin orbit torques can be present both in bulk AFMs with
broken inversion symmetry of the two sublattices or in thin AFM films where the
symmetry is broken by an interface [4].

All these effects were studied in FM materials, however, only limited number
of theoretical works considered spin torques acting on AFM [137, 138, 111] and
only very recently some of the effects were demonstrated experimentally in AFM
materials [110, 126, 139].

Spin torque can be represented as an effective field acting on magnetic mo-
ments, eventually manipulating them. The important requirement for AFM mo-
ment manipulation by spin torques is the existence of Néel ordered effective fields
which couple to AFM moments [137]. This type of effective field can not be
understood as a uniform magnetic field, instead it has locally varying direction
depending on the orientation of AFM moments.

Spin-transfer torque in AFMs The non-relativistic spin transfer torques
acting on AFM moments are studied theoretically [138, 140]. STT contains anti-
damping and field-like terms and only the first can effectively couple to the AFM
moments [137]. Non-reversal switching of a biaxial AFM should be possible,
however, no experimental evidence of STT acting on AFM moments was demon-
strated yet.

Spin-orbit torques in bulk AFMs Very recently theory prediction [111] and
first experiments [110] suggested the possibility of switching AFM coupled mo-
ments in materials with locally broken bulk inversion symmetry of the magnetic
sublattices, as Mn2Au or CuMnAs. In this case inverse spin galvanic effects are
responsible for the current induced effective fields.

Spin-orbit torques in thin AFM films In thin films the locally (micro-
scopically) broken inversion symmetry of the material is not the only scenario
when a torque can be observed. The inversion symmetry in a system comprising
thin films can be broken globally (macroscopically) by the interfaces between the
layers. The AFM layer can be sandwiched between two different non-magnetic
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metals resulting in anti-damping like spin orbit torque acting on the AFM mo-
ments.

The second scenario of current induced torques in a thin AFM film includes
a multilayered system of an AFM adjacent to a non-magnetic heavy metal. As a
result of strong spin-orbit coupling vertical spin current is generated in the heavy
metal due to the spin Hall effect and injected to the adjacent AFM. The spin
current generates an anti-damping like torque acting on AFM moments.

3.6.2 Samples

The samples studied in this chapter are ultrathin polycrystalline IrMn films.
IrMn does not show inversion asymmetry in the bulk, however, the inversion
symmetry in our samples was broken by two IrMn interfaces Ta/IrMn/CoFeB or
Ta/IrMn/MgO. This structural inversion asymmetry can generate antidamping
spin-orbit torque. The second effect we can expect in our samples is SHE spin
current generated in Ta and injected to IrMn.

Experimentally we have studied several samples with the stack of layers schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 3.23 consisting of MgO/IrMn/Ta, MgO/CoFeB/IrMn/Ta and
reference sample without IrMn CoFeB/Ta.

Figure 3.23: Schematic illustration of the stack of the layers used for spin orbit
torque experiments.

In order to access both paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic phase of IrMn, we
have selected the ultrathin 1 nm IrMn which has critical temperature suppressed
below 200 K. Moreover, the small thickness of the AFM is favorable for detecting
spin-torques generated at the NM/AFM interface. The stacks of layers and
their thicknesses were confirmed by XRR, as shown in Chap. 3.3.1. The coupling
between the AFM and FM layers was confirmed by the observation of a weak
positive exchange bias and small broadening as expected for a thin IrMn/CoFeB
interface. The wafers were patterned into Hall bars as described in Chap. 3.2.3,
a typical longitudinal Hall bar resistance is ∼1.5 kΩ - 2.5 kΩ. The resistance did
not vary significantly in the measured temperature range, as shown in Fig. 3.24.

3.6.3 Detection of current induced torques

Various techniques can be used for sensitive detection of non-ohmic current in-
duced effects. Although some of them employ optical methods [141] or ferro-
magnetic resonance [126], the majority of techniques relies on transport mea-
surements. Several transport based experimental methods were developed. One
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Figure 3.24: Ohmic resistance as a function of temperature measured on trans-
verse (left) and longitudinal (right) contacts. Data of the trilayer sample with
Ta/IrMn/CoFeB (red points) and the reference sample Ta/CoFeB (black points)
are shown. The small non-zero Rxy is an artifact originating in lithography and
will be discussed.

measures the dependence of the coercive field on an in-plane dc-current [97, 142].
Another method measures the equilibrium magnetization direction as a function
of external magnetic field using dc current [115, 143, 144]. We have employed the
second harmonic technique [145, 97, 116, 146, 118] which is sensitive to non-linear
changes in the measured voltage that are caused by current induced changes in
resistance.

Spin torques generated by an alternating electric current IAC tilt the magne-
tization M from its stable position M0 by a small amount. We detect the torque
via two magnetotransport effects, which were explained in Chap. 2., anisotrop-
ic magnetoresistance (AMR) and anomalous Hall effect (AHE). We recall that
AMR is an even function of magnetization and can be measured both in FMs
and AFMs. AHE is an odd function of magnetization and can be measured only
in FMs.

In general, spin torques can be represented as an effective magnetic field Heff.
Since the spin torques in our case are generated by an AC excitation current
IAC ∼ I0 sin(ωt), the effective field is also varying with the alternating current
Heff(I0) sin(ωt) and due to the low (non-resonant) frequency the magnetization
follows the effective field. The effective field contains antidamping-like and field-
like contributions, which were described in Chap. 2.4.2. Another contribution
to current dependent effective field is the Oersted field HOersted generated by the
current in the sample. The total effective field is therefore Heff = HAD + HF +
HOersted.

In addition, a strong external field Hext to saturate the FM layer is applied
during the experiment, the total magnetic field H acting on a sample is

H = Hext + Hanis + Heff(IAC), (3.1)

where Hanis is the anisotropy field reflecting the magnetic properties of a sample.
AMR and AHE are functions of the magnetization orientation, the magneti-

zation follows the total magnetic field H. The small current induced change in
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magnetoresistance R can therefore be written for small Heff as

R(H) ∼ R(H0) +
dR

dH

∣∣∣∣
H0

Heff(I0) sin(ωt), (3.2)

where H0 is the current independent part of the total magnetic field (comprising
the external magnetic field and the anisotropy field).

The measured voltage is according to the Ohm’s law

Vmeas = R(H)IAC ∼ I0
dR

dH

∣∣∣∣
H0

Heff(I0)

2
+ I0R sin(ωt)− I0

dR

dH

∣∣∣∣
H0

Heff(I0)

2
cos(2ωt)

(3.3)
where the first term on the right side of the equation is a DC offset, the second
term is the first harmonics corresponding to the ohmic response of the sample
and the last term corresponds to the second harmonics which is proportional
to the current generated effective field. Note that the DC offset also contains
information about Heff, however, in a standard transport measurement additional
artifacts can be present in DC offset and it is difficult to separate them from the
current induced effects. Note that the resistance variation with AC current has
to be linear or cubic in current to be detected in second harmonics. Changes in
magnetoresistance proportional to quadratic power of current would be detected
in the third harmonic.

3.6.4 Second Harmonics Detection

As explained in the previous section, the second harmonic technique is sensitive
to current polarity dependent changes of magnetoresistance. In this section we
will describe the used experimental setup. The schematic picture is shown in
Fig. 3.25. The sample is excited by an AC current source at low frequency,
typically 123 Hz. Four lock-in amplifiers are connected to measure longitudinal
Rxx(1ω, 2ω) and transverse Rxy(1ω, 2ω). The lock-in amplifiers measuring R2ω

xy

and R2ω
xx are set to measure at double frequency phase shifted by 90◦ with respect

to the AC excitation. This signal we will refer to as a second harmonic signal
R2ω. One more lock-in is used to measure the effective current in the device.

The first and second harmonic signal was measured while magnetization was
rotated in three planes as shown in Fig. 3.25. Note that when magnetic field
rotates in-plane the magnetization follows exactly the magnetic field. However,
when magnetic field is rotated to the out-of-plane direction, the angle of the
magnetization and magnetic field is not always identical, as will be discussed in
more details later.

3.6.5 Artifacts Caused by Sample Fabrication

Contacts asymmetry Small defects in Hall bars fabrication can lead to arti-
facts in the transport measurement. An artifact in the measured voltage can be
caused by a small asymmetry between the two transverse contacts as illustrated
in left panel in Fig. 3.26 or asymmetry in two longitudinal contacts as illustrated
in right panel in Fig. 3.26. The asymmetry in transverse contacts leads to non-
zero Hall signal in zero magnetic field asVxx as can be seen, for example, in left
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Figure 3.25: Electron microscope image of the Hall bar device with a schematic
picture of the experimental setup for second harmonic measurements and the
definition of the angles of magnetization rotation: α for magnetization rotation
in-plane of the sample, β and γ for the two planes perpendicular to the sample
plane.

panel in Fig. 3.24. The asymmetry in longitudinal contacts can lead to a small
transverse contribution asVxy measured on the longitudinal contacts. This effect
is especially strong in situations when the transverse signal is much stronger than
the longitudinal, for example in case of strong AHE and relatively weak AMR
effect.

Figure 3.26: Schematic picture of artifacts caused by contacts asymmetry. Left:
Transverse voltage consists of Hall voltage and small contribution from contacts
asymmetry asVxx. Right: Longitudinal voltage consists of longitudinal voltage
and small contribution from contacts asymmetry asVxy.

Thermal gradients Another important source of artifacts are thermal gradi-
ents generated in a Hall bar. Electrical current IAC in the Hall bar causes Joule
heating, which leads to thermal gradients within the sample. The Joule heating
is modulated with the double frequency as the excitation current and therefore
thermal gradients are also modulated by that frequency. The thermovoltage is
proportional to the periodically changing thermal gradient and it causes period-
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Magnetization direction ∆Tx ∆Ty ∆Tz
x (along current) 0 0 Vy
y 0 0 Vx
z Vy Vx 0

Table 3.1: Contribution to transverse and longitudinal voltage from various
thermal gradients.

ically changing charge redistribution. Depending on the magnetization orienta-
tion and charge redistribution direction (i.e. thermal gradient direction) electrical
voltage can be generated.

In principle three thermal gradients, shown in Fig. 3.27, can occur: an out-
of-plane thermal gradient (∆Tz), an in-plane gradient along the Hall bar (∆Tx)
and an in-plane gradient transverse to the bar (∆Ty). The main source of ∆Tz
is Joule heating of the thin metallic layers and the heat transfer to the heat
reservoir, in our case the silicon substrate. The different conductivity of the
different metallic layers has only a small effect compared to the heat transfer via
the substrate. Depending on the direction of magnetization, different thermal
gradients can contribute either to the longitudinal (Vx) or transverse (Vy) voltage,
as summarized in Tab. 3.1

The major source of in-plane gradients ∆Tx and ∆Ty are imperfections of
the Hall contacts as illustrated in Fig. 3.27 (b),(c). These imperfections are
results of local variation of sample processing (etching, developing resist etc.)
and they generate laterally varying current density and therefore laterally varying
heating of the Hall bar. Thermovoltage generated by ∆Tx can contribute to the
transverse voltage when magnetic field rotates to out-of-plane of the Hall bar.
A thermovoltage caused by ∆Ty could potentially contribute to the longitudinal
signal when magnetic field rotates to out-of-plane, however, this was not observed
in our measurements.

Thermal Contributions to the Second Harmonics The second harmonics
does not measure only contributions from the current generated effective field
but also contributions from thermal effects. The current induced Joule heating
is also modulated by the AC current. The generated heat is transferred either to
the substrate or to a colder part of the structure creating out-of-plane or in-plane
thermal gradient. The thermoelectric effects, discussed in Chap. 2.3, can appear
as a voltage varying at 2ω which contributes to the measured signal. The total
voltage measured by a lock-in amplifier is

V ∗meas = R(H)IAC + Vth (3.4)

where Vth ∼ kS∆T is a thermovoltage generated by a thermal gradient ∆T and
kS is a Seebeck coefficient. The thermal gradient generated by Joule heating is
proportional to I2

AC thus the measured thermovoltage scales quadratically with
current amplitude. When measuring resistance, however, the signal generated by
thermal effects increases linearly with current amplitude.

When magnetization rotates in one of the three planes (x-y, x-z, y-z), ther-
movoltage generated by ∆Tx,∆Ty or ∆Tz due to the anomalous Nernst effect and
spin Seebeck effect can be detected in transverse and longitudinal contacts as
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Figure 3.27: Schematic picture of potential sources of thermal gradients in a
Hall bar. (a) An out-of-plane thermal gradient is generated by different heat
transfer from the thin metallic layers to the substrate and to the He-gas of the
cryostat. ∆Tz generates signal in both longitudinal and transverse contacts (a).
(b) An in-plane thermal gradient along the Hall bar is created by asymmetry
between the longitudinal contacts as shown in the figure. (c) An in-plane gradient
perpendicular to the Hall bar is caused by asymmetry of the transverse contacts.

summarized in Fig. 3.28. By green color is marked the geometry in which the
contribution from the particular thermal gradient is expected.

Figure 3.28: Contribution to the signal from the anomalous Nernst effect and
the spin Seebeck effect when magnetic field rotates in one of the three rotation
planes. By green color is marked the geometry in which the contribution from a
particular thermal gradient is expected.

In summary, the second harmonic signal contains contributions from current
induced effective fields, both with antidamping-like and field-like symmetry. In
addition to that, second harmonics also contains current induced thermovoltage
such as spin Seebeck effect or anomalous Nernst effect. To separate them, the
symmetry of the signal under applied magnetic field needs to be studied.
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3.6.6 Samples with Ta/IrMn/CoFeB

In this section samples containing CoFeB will be discussed. We have prepared
trilayer Ta/IrMn/CoFeB and a reference bilayer Ta/CoFeB into Hall bars. Sam-
ples with a FM layer can be analyzed with respect to the rotation of the CoFeB
magnetization. Transverse Rxy and longitudinal Rxx resistances were recorded
while sweeping and rotating the magnetic field in the three planes, as shown in
Fig. 3.25.

In general, the following effects contribute to the measured signal: Anoma-
lous Hall effect (AHE) and transverse AMR (tAMR) to Rxy; non-crystalline
anisotropy magnetoresistance (ncAMR) and crystalline anisotropy magnetore-
sistance (cAMR) to Rxx. The cAMR in our polycrystalline samples is caused
by broken symmetry in the z-direction and cAMR is therefore present only when
magnetization rotates to out-of-plane. Note that the tAMR contains only ncAMR
contribution (no cAMR is measured on Rxy contacts).

tAMR and AMR contribution to the signal when magnetization rotates in-
plane are shown in Fig. 3.29 (a) and (b) for both the bilayer and trilayer samples.
The AMR amplitude is 4.3 Ω for the reference sample without IrMn and 2.5 Ω
for the trilayer sample, the corresponding tAMR signal has an amplitude of 1.2 Ω
and 0.6 Ω, respectively. The tAMR and AMR amplitudes are consistent with
the dimensions of the Hall bar that contains 3.5 squares. When rotating the
magnetization to out-of-plane direction, the Rxy signal is dominated by the AHE,
as shown in Fig. 3.29 (c). The Rxx signal when magnetic field rotates out-of-plane
(Fig. 3.29 (d)) contains contribution from cAMR and ncAMR.

Figure 3.29: Rxy and Rxx signals measured for different planes of magnetic field
rotation measured on Ta/IrMn/CoFeB and Ta/CoFeB samples. When magnetic
field rotates in-plane (αH) magnetization follows. When magnetic field rotates to
out-of-plane (βH) the magnetization does not fully follow the magnetic field.
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It can be also seen in Fig. 3.29 (c) that, due to the anisotropy of the samples,
the magnetization does not fully follow the 1 T magnetic field when rotating
out-of-plane, consequently the signal plotted versus magnetic field angle βH is
not perfectly cosine-like function. The anisotropy constant obtained from both
the transport and magnetometry data is Ku = 0.5 T for Ta/CoFeB sample and
Ku = −0.6 T for Ta/IrMn/CoFeB sample. The easy axis of the FM in the trilayer
sample is in-plane, the easy axis of the FM in the bilayer sample is out-of-plane.
The anisotropy constants were confirmed by SQUID magnetometry.

Since the applied external magnetic field is not strong enough to saturate mag-
netization along the field direction we have corrected the effect of the anisotropy
for deviations from the magnetic field direction when magnetization is rotated
out-of-plane. We recalculate the magnetic field angle to the corresponding mag-
netization angles as illustrated in Fig. 3.30.

Figure 3.30: (a),(c): The Rxy signal as a function of the magnetic field angle
βH when rotating in the x-z plane for samples Ta/CoFeB and Ta/IrMn/CoFeB,
respectively. (b),(d) The same signal plotted as a function of magnetization angle
β.

Symmetry of Effects contributing to the Second Harmonics

In order to analyze the measured signal in the second harmonics we first sum-
marize signals that are expected to contribute, and their corresponding symme-
try. We consider the following angular dependencies of magnetotransport effects:
ncAMR is determined by the angle between the magnetization and current and
has maximum/minimum when the magnetization is along the current direction;
cAMR depends on the angle of magnetization from the z-direction and it has a
maximum for the out-of-plane magnetization direction. AHE is maximal when
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magnetization points out-of-plane of the sample, β = 0◦, and minimal when
β = 180◦, when magnetization is in-plane of the sample the amplitude of AHE is
zero. tAMR has symmetry of AMR with maximum/minimum at −45◦/+ 45◦.

When magnetization rotates in-plane of the sample ncAMR and tAMR con-
tributes to the measured signal. When magnetization rotates in x-z plane, Rxy

signal is dominated by the AHE and the Rxx signal contains contribution from
both cAMR and ncAMR, which in our particular case nearly cancel each other.
When magnetization rotates in y-z plane, Rxy is dominated by the AHE and Rxx

contains only cAMR contribution.
By considering the symmetry of the magnetotransport coefficients described

above and their variation under magnetic field the symmetry of their contribution
to the second harmonics can be derived. The details of the derivation can be found
in the Appendix A.5. In Tab. 3.2 and 3.3 we show only the final result consisting
of the summary of effects contributing to the second harmonics under external
magnetic field rotation and their symmetry.

R2ω
xy α β γ

RAHE rAHEHAD cosα r̄AHEHAD sin β −r̄AHEHF sin γ cos γ
RtAMR rncAMR2HF cos(2α) cosα r̄ncAMR2HF sgn(sin β) −r̄ncAMR2HAD sgn(sin γ) cos γ
thermal rSSE∆Toop cosα rSSE∆Toop sin β rANE∆Tip cos γ

+rANE∆Tip cos β

Table 3.2: Contributions to the second harmonic signal in Rxy resulting from
the various effects discussed in the text.

R2ω
xx α β γ

RncAMR −rncAMR2HF sin(2α) cosα −r̄ncAMR2HAD sin(2β) 0
RcAMR 0 −r̄cAMRHAD sin(2β) 2r̄cAMRHF sin(2γ) cos γ
thermal rSSE∆Toop sinα 0 rSSE∆Toop sin γ

Table 3.3: Contributions to the second harmonic signal in Rxx.

These tables summarize the expected contribution to the second harmon-
ic signal including the angular dependency when the magnetization rotates in
one of the three planes. The ri and r̄i coefficients are calibrated using the first
harmonic AHE and AMR measurements by considering the total magnetic field
including applied magnetic field and the anisotropy field. The anisotropy field is
not negligible when magnetization rotates to out-of-plane direction, as was show
above. The current induced effective fields HAD and HF can be obtained from
the measured second-harmonic transport signals by decomposing the data into
the individual angle-dependent terms expected from Tab. 3.3 and Tab. 3.2.
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Measured data on Ta/IrMn/CoFeB Hall bars

In this section we show and discuss the first (R1ω) and the second (R2ω) har-
monic signal measured on the trilayer Ta/IrMn/CoFeB and the reference bilayer
Ta/CoFeB.

Magnetic Field Sweep In order to confirm the magnetic origin of the second
harmonic resistance signals, we performed transport measurements while sweep-
ing the magnetic field in-plane of the sample. The data measured on transverse
contacts for two different current densities are shown in Fig. 3.31. R1ω

xy for the two
different current densities, the visible difference is caused by temperature drift of
the measurement during the low current density measurement.

The R2ω
xy signal clearly increases with increasing current density, moreover the

data reflect also the hysteretic magnetization switching. The swicthing field is
broader than what we observed in SQUID in left panel in Fig. 3.9, which is due
to the different domain structure and pinning in the bare wafer (used in a SQUID
experiment) and a patterned Hall bar measured in a transport experiment. The
weak exchange bias measured in SQUID reaches values only few Oersted which
is below the resolution of magnetic field in the cryostat.

At higher magnetic fields the second harmonic signal slowly decreases to zero
as expected for an effective field that is decreasing with the amplitude of the
applied external magnetic field.

Figure 3.31: First (left panel) and second (right panel) harmonic signal measured
on transverse contacts at two current densities. The second harmonic signal
increased with current density. Both R2ω

xy and R2ω
xx follow a hysteretic variation

corresponding to the magnetization reversal in the patterned bar structure.
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Magnetic Field Rotations Transverse and longitudinal signals were system-
atically measured when magnetic field higher than saturating field was rotated
in all three planes, shown in Fig. 3.25. First and second harmonic signals were
recorded at various current densities at 300 K and 5 K. For one particular current
density j = 3.5 × 106 A/cm2 at 5 K, first harmonics and corresponding second
harmonics for all three planes of magnetization rotation are shown in Fig. 3.32
and Fig. 3.33 for Ta/IrMn/CoFeB and reference Ta/CoFeB samples, respectively.

Figure 3.32: Sample Ta/IrMn/CoFeB - an example of measured data. First
harmonics (blue) and second harmonics (red) when magnetization rotates in all
three planes measured on longitudinal (panels (a)-(c)) and transverse (panels
(d)-(f)) contacts. Data are measured at 5K at j = 3.5× 106 A/cm2.

Data were measured at 5 K when IrMn is AFM and at 300 K, above TN
of 1 nm, in paramagnetic phase of IrMn. For α rotation the data measured at
two temperatures are shown in Fig. 3.34. Note that the relative amplitudes of
signals measured at 300 K in Figs. 3.34(a),(d) scale with the aspect ratio of the
transverse and longitudinal dimensions of the Hall bar. This all suggests that the
R2ω
xx and R2ω

xy signals above TN are dominated by the same mechanism. It could
be in principle due to the Anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) or the spin Seebeck
effect (SSE). Both effects have the same symmetry. However, it can be seen
in Fig. 3.34 that the sign of this effect is opposite in the Ta/IrMn/CoFeB and
Ta/CoFeB samples which implies that the effect is due to the SSE.
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Figure 3.33: Reference sample Ta/CoFeB without IrMn - an example of measured
data. First harmonics (blue) and second harmonics (red) when magnetization
rotates in all three planes measured on longitudinal (panels (a)-(c)) and transverse
(panels (d)-(f)) contacts. Data are measured at 5K at j = 3.6× 106 A/cm2.
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Figure 3.34: An example of data measured at 5 K and 300 K where IrMn is
AFM and paramagnetic, respectively. Second harmonics for two different current
densities when magnetization rotates in-plane of the sample.
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Analysis of Measured Data

The first harmonic signal contains the contribution described above in the section,
tAMR in R1ω

xy (α), AHE in R1ω
xy (β) and R1ω

xy (γ), cAMR in R1ω
xx(γ) and ncAMR

in R1ω
xx(α) and R1ω

xx(β). The second harmonic signal measured on longitudinal
contacts (Fig. 3.32, 3.33, panels (a)-(c)) is for all three angles of magnetization
rotation dominated by a single harmonic function. The second harmonic signal
measured on transverse contacts is more complex, in particular for the out-of-
plane rotation planes (β, γ). In order to analyze separately the different angular
frequencies of the magnetization rotation, the second harmonic signal in R2ω

xy was
decomposed into Fourier series.

Fourier Analysis of the Second Harmonic Signal Because the second har-
monic transverse signal (R2ω

xy ) can be complex due to various contributions, the
analysis of measured data was made by Fourier analysis. Data, which are periodic
with respect to the magnetic field rotation, were decomposed into sums of sines
and cosines

f(ξ) =
N∑
n=1

(an sin(nξ) + bn cos(nξ)) + offset. (3.5)

where coefficients an and bn are defined as

an =
1

π

∫ 2π

0

f(ξ) sin(nξ)dξ; bn =
1

π

∫ 2π

0

f(ξ) cos(nξ)dξ (3.6)

where f(ξ) is the measured signal and ξ = α, β, γ are the angles of rotation.
The coefficients an and bn are reflecting which angular frequencies are con-

tributing to our signal. After the Fourier decomposition we look at each of these
coefficients (until N=5) as a function of current density dependence j. The results
of the decomposition are shown in Fig. 3.35-3.37.

Those Fourier components that are linearly increasing with current are high-
lighted by solid line in Fig. 3.35-3.37. By comparing these results with Tab. 3.2
we can see that the measured data are consistent with the expected contributions:
for the in-plane rotation (Fig. 3.35) the only j-dependent contributions is cosα,
which corresponds to SSE and HAD. In the β-rotation (Fig. 3.36) the linearly
increasing contribution is sin β as expected from Tab. 3.2 for SSE and HAD.

In the γ-rotation (Fig. 3.37) no linearly increasing contribution can be clearly
identified because of the small amplitude of tAMR compared to the large AHE.
All other terms, except for the cos β and cos γ components, are negligible which
implies that we do not observe a sizable HF field in our measurements.

The strong cos β and cos γ contributions are attributed to the in-plane ther-
mal gradient. As expected for the ANE, generated in the FM due to the tem-
perature gradient along current direction, the terms have the same sign in the
Ta/IrMn/CoFeB and Ta/CoFeB samples. The different scaling with applied cur-
rent, compared to the out-of-plane thermal gradient effect, might reflect the dif-
ferent Joule heating characteristics in the geometry when electrons drift along
the thermal gradient. The drifting electrons between the warmer and colder lon-
gitudinal contacts will tend to equilibrate the system, resulting in the weak net
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Figure 3.35: Analysis of α-rotation for reference sample Ta/CoFeB ((a)-(c))
and sample Ta/IrMn/CoFeB below ((d)-(f)) and above ((g)-(i)) TN (IrMn). Left
column: The R2ω

xy (α) signal (black circles) when magnetization is rotated in-plane
and the corresponding Fourier sum fitting (red line). Middle and right columns:
Inferred Fourier coefficients as a function of the current density.

dependence of the corresponding R2ω
xy component on current. The observed angu-

lar dependence does not contain terms with frequency corresponding to a current
induced torque acting on the CoFeB FM due to the interface iSGE field of Rashba
symmetry or Oersted field (which has the same symmetry). The same argument
is valid for R2ω

xx where the only j -dependent term is proportional to sinα, indi-
cating that only a thermal contribution is present. Moreover, for the estimated
Oersted field of 0.1 mT, the applied field of 1 T, and for the AMR amplitude in
our sample, the R2ω

xx signal due to the Oersted field is ∼ 10−4 Ω, i.e., within the
noise in Fig. 3.34 (a)-(c).
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Figure 3.36: Analysis of β-rotation for reference sample Ta/CoFeB ((a)-(c))
and sample Ta/IrMn/CoFeB below ((d)-(f)) and above ((g)-(i)) TN (IrMn). Left
column: The R2ω

xy (β) signal (black circles) when magnetization is rotated in-plane
and the corresponding Fourier sum fitting (red line). Middle and right columns:
Inferred Fourier coefficients as a function of the current density.
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Figure 3.37: Analysis of γ-rotation for reference sample Ta/CoFeB ((a)-(c))
and sample Ta/IrMn/CoFeB below ((d)-(f)) and above ((g)-(i)) TN (IrMn). Left
column: The R2ω

xy (γ) signal (black circles) when magnetization is rotated in-plane
and the corresponding Fourier sum fitting (red line). Middle and right columns:
Inferred Fourier coefficients as a function of the current density.
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Antidamping-like Field Evaluation The longitudinal signals R2ω
xx(α) and

R2ω
xx(γ) are dominated by sinα and sin γ in both samples Ta/IrMn/CoFeB and

Ta/CoFeB. Following Tab. 3.3 it can be seen that neither antidamping-like effec-
tive field HAD nor Rashba effective field HF would generate this signal via AMR.
In the same table it can be seen that the sin-like function could be explained by
thermal effects. As mentioned earlier SSE can (unlike ANE) explain the change
of the sign between the samples with and without IrMn. SSE is generated by
Tz which injects a spin current from CoFeB into the adjacent layer where the
spin current is converted to measured voltage due to the inverse SHE. As was
shown in literature Ta and IrMn has opposite spin Hall angle [115, 82] which is
in agreement with our data in Fig 3.35 and 3.37, where the R2ω

xx has opposite
amplitude for the bilayer and trilayer samples. The thermal gradient is generat-
ed by Joule heating and therefore should scale quadratically with current. The
measured voltage is, however, divided by applied current and thus the thermal
contribution increases linearly with current density. This is in agreement with
our measurement.

Although the data measured in R2ω
xx do not contain information about the

current induced torques, we could use them in further analysis. The dominant
contribution in R2ω

xy (α) is cosα function, as can be seen in Fig. 3.35(c). Following
Tab. 3.2 we can see that cosα dependency corresponds to the sum of SSE and
HAD via AHE. However, in Fig. 3.34 it was shown that for α-rotation at 300 K
the amplitude of R2ω

xx(α) and R2ω
xy (α) scale with the number of squares in the Hall

bar. Therefore the transverse second harmonic signal R2ω
xy (α) at 300 K reflects

only SSE.
When the same measurement is repeated below the TN of IrMn the situation

changes. The R2ω
xx(α) remains unchanged since SSE is generated by Joule heat-

ing induced thermal gradient which does not change significantly between 300 K
and 5 K. This implies that the SHE in IrMn is not different at 5 K and 300 K.
The R2ω

xy (α) signal is, however, different at 5 K. The transverse and longitudinal
signal do not scale anymore when taking the number of squares into account
and therefore another contribution is present at 5 K. From the symmetry argu-
ments an antidamping-like field driven by an out-of-plane current-induced field
and detected by R2ω

xy via the AHE can explain the observed low temperature data.
To link our measured data to the previously studied system, the same analysis

was done for reference sample Ta/CoFeB which shows similar behavior at high
and low temperature. Also in this sample the R2ω

xy (α) and R2ω
xx(α) in Fig. 3.34

do not scale with the Hall bar aspect ratio and the missing term is attributed to
HAD. It can be seen already in Fig. 3.35 (c) and (f) that the sign of the HAD

amplitude is opposite for the samples Ta/CoFeB and Ta/IrMn/CoFeB.
A more systematic comparison of the current induced effects can be done.

Only the SSE contributes to R2ω
xx(α). In case of R2ω

xy both SSE and current induced
field due to the out-of-plane oriented antidamping field HAD contribute to the
term with cosα symmetry, the thermal part can be removed by subtracting the
sinα component of R2ω

xx data (by taking the Hall bar aspect ratio into account).
We express the remaining R2ω

xy signal in terms of the out-of-plane current induced
field HAD.

The antidamping-like effective field in units of mΩ was recalculated to units
of mT by first determining the out-of-plane tilt angle ∆θ using the measured
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AHE amplitude as a calibration. Note that in our notation (Fig. 3.25) θ = 90◦

corresponds to magnetization in-plane, therefore a small tilt from the sample
plane leads to θ = 90◦ −∆θ. Then HAD was inferred by taking into account the
out-of-plane anisotropy field HU and the applied external magnetic field Hex. For
this we use the angular dependency of the total energy

Etot = MHex sin θ +
MHU

2
cos2 θ +MHAD cos θ (3.7)

where θ is out-of-plane angle of the magnetization. The anisotropy field of our
samples is -0.6 T and +0.5 T for the samples with and without IrMn, respectively.
The energy minimum is calculated from

dE

dθ
= 0 = MHex cos θ −MHU cos θ sin θ −MHAD sin θ. (3.8)

To evaluate the HAD from the in-plane rotation (α) we can simplify the Eq. 3.8
by considering θ ∼ 90◦, therefore sin θ ∼ 1 and cos θ ∼ ∆θ. Equation 3.8 can be
then simplified to

HAD ∼ ∆θ(Hex −HU). (3.9)

The summary of SSE and HAD evaluation is in Fig. 3.38. The SSE and HAD

were evaluated from all three magnetization rotation planes giving similar values
as shown in Fig. 3.38.

The data in Fig. 3.38 confirm the opposite sign of the SSE and of HAD in
the Ta/CoFeB and Ta/IrMn/CoFeB stacks which we associated above with the
opposite sign of the SHE angles in Ta and IrMn. They also confirm the linear
dependence of the SSE and HAD signals on the amplitude of the applied current,
and vanishing HAD in the high-temperature phase of IrMn. The fact that the
HAD signal appears in the Ta/IrMn/CoFeB stack only below ∼ 100 K may be
related to antidamping torque on AFM coupled moments in IrMn below TN .

Discussion As mentioned above the SSE signal did not change significantly
between 5 K and 300 K implying temperature independent inverse SHE in IrMn.
The HAD generated by SHE is, however, present only at low temperature in
Ta/IrMn/CoFeB sample and it oscillates around zero until the TN as shown in
Fig. 3.39. The reason for the different temperature dependencies of the two
contributions is in the sample stack we use. The SSE is generated in CoFeB and
injected to IrMn, where is most of the spin current absorbed. The SHE causing
the current induced torque is, on the other hand, generated in both Ta and IrMn
and acting on CoFeB. The spin-current from Ta and IrMn compensate each other
at higher temperatures (note that they have opposite spin Hall angle). At low
temperature we see strong increase of the torque on CoFeB, which, considering its
sign, comes from IrMn. The suppression of SHE generated in Ta can be explained
by spin current absorption by IrMn AFM moments.
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Figure 3.38: (a) Current density dependence of the current induced effective
out-of-plane field β rotation (triangles). (b) Current density dependence of the
SSE contribution recalculated for one square obtained from α-rotation (blue dots)
and γ-rotation (triangles). (c,d) Same as (a,b) for the Ta/IrMn/CoFeB sample
at 5 K (blue) and 300 K (red).

Figure 3.39: Temperature dependence of antidamping-like effective field mea-
sured on sample Ta/IrMn/CoFeB. The strong increase of current induced torque
coincides with expected TN of thin IrMn.
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3.6.7 Samples with Ta/IrMn

It was shown in the previous section that the current induced torque acts on
AFM coupled moments at low temperature. In the next experiment we there-
fore focused on a structure consisting only from interface Ta/IrMn. In this case
we, however, can not expect the AHE of the FM layer as a sensitive detector
and we have to use directly IrMn which also should show AMR. To manipu-
late IrMn moment to different orientation we have used a method described in
the chapter 3.5 - cooling in magnetic field. Due to the ultrathin thickness of
IrMn layer we could cross the TN and study the current induced effect both in
AFM and paramagnetic phase of IrMn. The wafer had following stack of layers:
Ta(5±0.2 nm)/IrMn(1.3±0.3 nm)/MgO(1.4±0.2 nm/AlOx(10 nm). The same
Hall bar design shown in Fig. 3.25 was used to measure the first and second har-
monic signal while the Hall bar was cooled in different magnetic field orientations
through TN . The R1ω

xy and R2ω
xy signal was measured when cooling the sample

in 2 T magnetic field in-plane and out-of-plane of the sample. A clear onset of
non-zero differences ∆R1ω

xy and ∆R2ω
xy between the two field cooling direction can

be seen in Fig. 3.40, indicating the appearance of ncAMR and current induced
torque on AF-coupled moments in IrMn. The R2ω

xy signal is independent on mag-
netic field orientation at high temperature and it becomes field sensitive below
the expected TN . This implies magnetic origin of the signal and a current induced
torque acting on IrMn AFM moments giving rise to the second harmonic signal.

Figure 3.40: Current induced effects in Ta/IrMn sample with no ferromagnet.
Left: Difference between cooling Hall bar with 2 T magnetic field in-plane and
out-of-plane of the sample. Splitting of first (black) and second (red) harmonics
on transverse contacts at expected TN of thin IrMn. Right: Once the AFM
moments are cooled below TN they can not be manipulated by external magnetic
field in any direction.

Once the AFM moments are cooled below the TN they should be rigid and
insensitive to an external magnetic field. To prove that our signal originates in
AFM moments we have measured at low temperature the second harmonic signal
while sweeping magnetic field in all three directions. The results can be seen in
Fig. 3.40 (right). The signal is completely insensitive to the applied field.

The measurements on Ta/IrMn samples were repeated on several samples, all
showing splitting of the first and second harmonic signal at similar temperature.
However, the values of the R2ω

xy varied from sample to sample and thus any detailed
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analysis, as in the previous section, could not be performed. We assume the
irreproducibility is caused by different domain structure in every cooling cycle.

3.6.8 Summary of Current Induced Manipulation of AFM
Moments

We have studied current induced torques acting on polycrystalline IrMn inter-
faced with Ta. By systematic measurement of second harmonic signal and sym-
metry analysis we could identify a contribution from antidamping-like effective
field which acts on CoFeB in contact with IrMn. We further found different be-
havior of the Ta/IrMn/CoFeB system above and below the TN of IrMn. Samples
without FM exhibit splitting at TN of the second harmonic signal depending on
the orientation of the cooling field. All the experiment could be consistently
explained by current induced torque absorbed by IrMn moments.
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4. New Materials for
Antiferromagnetic Spintronics

In Chap. 3 we have discussed the ways of manipulation with the AFM ordered
moments. The material which we used throughout all the experiments of Chap. 3
was metallic alloy Ir0.2Mn0.8, widely used in electronic industry for MTJ fabrica-
tion. However, one of the strong motivations for the AFM spintronics research is
surprisingly large number of materials which at room temperature exhibit AFM
ordering simultaneously with semiconductor electronic structure. Such materials
- when industrially available - have potential to open important additional routes
to spintronic functionality: first, their magnetic properties are likely to be con-
trollable by electric gating; second, they could allow us to integrate nonvolatile
magnetic memory with semiconductor logic in one material. In this chapter we fo-
cus on first experimental characterization of one representative of this new class
of materials - CuMnAs. After explaining its relationship to common semicon-
ductors we perform and discuss basic characterization of chemically synthesized
CuMnAs in the second section of this chapter. In the last section epitaxially
grown CuMnAs indicating first spintronic functionality is presented.

4.1 Route to AFM Semiconductors

Common binary semiconductors of III-V type can be thought of as being derived
from elemental group IV semiconductors by transferring one proton between two
neighboring atoms. It turns out that compounds derived in this way retain many
of the properties of their parents, such as, e.g., similar crystal and electronic
structures. By applying this proton transfer rule repeatedly, one can find more
distant relatives. Thus, for example, from binary compound of III-V type family
of well known semiconductors of II-VI type, as well as family of less known semi-
conductors of I-II-V type (such as LiMgP, LiZnAs, etc.) can be derived. In the
latter case the proton has been transferred to the interstitial space of the zinc-
blend crystal lattice, Fig. 4.1(a) and (b), forming lattice of half-Heusler alloys
(generally orthorhombic), or a topologically equivalent tetragonal lattice.

Figure 4.1: Crystal structure of discussed materials. After [24].
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Compounds containing unpaired spins may exhibit long-range magnetic or-
dering. In case of ferromagnets the magnetic atoms can either be the constituting
elements of the compound (such as EuO etc), or they can be randomly distributed
as impurities in a host lattice (such as Mn in the prototypical diluted magnetic
semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As). In the latter case the FM ordering is mediated by
itinerant carriers. In contrast, diluted AFMs are unlikely because the AFM mate-
rials require the magnetic atoms to form a regular (sub)lattice. Examples of such
materials are MnTe among the II-VI semiconductors, or LiMnAs among the I-II-
V semiconductors. Some of these materials have already been prepared in thin
films by molecular beam epitaxy. Among them, LiMnAs seemed to be particular-
ly appealing for its high TN , similar electronic structure to GaAs (∆EG ∼ 1.5eV)
and good lattice match to other zinc-blend materials (InAs). However, presence
of the extremely diffusive and reactive Li turned out to be serious issue both
for the fabrication technology and for the long-term stability of the material.
To overcome this problem, attempts have been made to replace alkali metal Li
by group I(b) elements. Recently, first successful epitaxial growth of CuMnAs
has been demonstrated [24]. Theoretically, this material has been predicted to
be a robust antiferromagnet, however, with a band gap close to zero (with the
uncertainty typical for ab-initio calculations), as shown in Fig. 4.2. In the next
paragraphs we examine its basic properties experimentally.

Figure 4.2: CuMnAs density of states diagram. The red (lower energy) and
blue (higher energy) color corresponds to DOS projected on spin up (spin down)
states of the 1st (2nd) Mn sublattice. Inset shows detail of DOS around zero
energy. After [109].
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4.2 Bulk Orthorhombic CuMnAs

4.2.1 Technology of Fabrication

Samples were prepared by O. Stelmakhovych (MFF UK) by direct synthesis from
elements mixed in the stoichiometric 1:1:1 ratio using high purity Cu, Mn and As.
Samples were heated up to 1000 ◦C at a rate 1 ◦C/min and annealed for 1 day.
The stoichiometric ratio was confirmed by elemental analysis by energy dispersive
X-Ray spectroscopy. The resulting product was silver gray solid rock, an example
is shown in the left panel in Fig. 4.3. After synthesis samples were polished using
sandpaper and subsequently with diamond paste (starting from 15 µm to 1 µm
diameter Buehler MetaDi monocrystalline diamond suspension) in a 90 minutes
mechanical polishing. Samples were cleaned using acetone and ethanol. Bars for
transport measurement were cut for conductivity measurement, an example of a
bar for measurement of longitudinal resistance is in the right panel in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Left: Example of the chemically synthesized CuMnAs. Right: Ex-
ample of a transport bar for a 4-point resistivity measurement prepared from the
bulk material by polishing, cutting and soldering the contacts.

4.2.2 Structural Analysis

The bulk samples were characterized by XRD by X. Marti (MFF UK). The
results are shown in Fig. 4.4. XRD indicated that the samples are highly textured
although far from single crystalline. To compare the XRD image with the powder
diffraction, intensity is radially integrated, therefore the two-dimensional graph
is reduced to a one dimensional plot (blue curve). It confirms that all reflections
correspond to CuMnAs orthorhombic Pnma structure in agreement with powder
diffraction patterns (red line) obtained from the ICSD database.

4.2.3 Magnetic Characterization

The polished and bulk samples were characterized by SQUID magnetometry. For
measurement at up to 800 K a high temperature inset of SQUID magnetome-
ter was used. For temperatures above 400 K the sample could not be mounted
in standard plastic straw used for SQUID measurement, instead the measured
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Figure 4.4: Left: XRD patterns of CuMnAs rods collected in co-planar geometry.
Data indicates that the sample is constituted by large grains, despite it is not
a single crystal. Right: All peaks observed, integrated in Q-slices (thick line),
correspond to CuMnAs powder diffraction patterns (thin line). Measured by
X. Marti (unpublished).

sample was mounted in aluminum foil. This allowed us to measure the suscepti-
bility in the range between 5 K and 800 K. The susceptibility measured in 0.5 T
is shown in the left panel in Fig. 4.5, a clear peak indicating the critical TN of
CuMnAs can be seen. In the right panel in Fig. 4.5 is shown magnetization loop
measured at 300 K showing no net magnetic moment.

Figure 4.5: Left: Magnetic susceptibility of CuMnAs. The peak in susceptibility
corresponds to TN . Right: Magnetization loop at 300 K shows no net magnetic
moment.

4.2.4 Transport Characterization

The pieces of bulk CuMnAs measured in transport setup up to 400 K show a kink
at temperature similar to SQUID measurement. The temperature dependent
resistivity is shown in Fig. 4.6, in the same figure, SQUID data are plotted in
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order to compare the position of the kink. The critical temperature of bulk
orthorhombic CuMnAs was estimated to 380 K.

Figure 4.6: Resistivity of CuMnAs. The peak in resistivity (red line) is in good
agreement with measured SQUID data (blue line). After [109]

LC15385B

4.3 Epitaxial CuMnAs

The orthorhombic crystal structure of the bulk chemically synthetised CuMnAs,
shown in left panel of Fig. 4.7, is incommensurable to any common semiconductor
substrate. However, it turned out that when grown by molecular beam epitaxy,
the CuMnAs film crystallizes in tetragonal crystal structure, as shown in right
panel of Fig. 4.7. The in-plane lattice constant matches that of GaP or Si and
differs only by 4 % from the As-sublattice of GaAs. Spin orientation was measured
by neutron diffraction by P. Wadley (University of Nottingham, UK) and spins
are indicated by arrows in Fig. 4.7.

The lattice parameters are a = b = 3.820 Å and c = 6.318 Å for the relaxed
material grown on GaAs.

Figure 4.7: Unit cell structure of orthorhombic bulk CuMnAs (left) and epitaxial
tetragonal CuMnAs. Spin orientation is indicated by arrows. After [24]
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4.3.1 Magnetic Characterization

The epitaxial CuMnAs layers were grown at the University of Nottingham by
molecular beam epitaxy. The CuMnAs layers were grown on the zincblende
GaAs[001] substrate. The growth parameters, in particular the material fluxes,
were varied in order to find the optimum growth conditions. The samples were
measured in SQUID for their saturated magnetic moment. As seen in Fig. 4.8, all
samples grown with Cu flux lower than some critical value exhibit net magneti-
zation, i.e. contain a FM compound. This is attributed to FM MnAs inclusions,
the amount of which increases linearly with increasing deficit of Cu. In the opti-
mum, stoichiometric, point the FM compound vanishes and the material shows
no magnetization (except of the diamagnetic GaAs substrate), in agreement with
an AFM magnetic state.

The absence of net magnetic moment in stoichiometric sample indicated that
the sample is indeed compensated AFM. Further confirmation was made by neu-
tron diffraction which confirmed the presence of long range AFM order [24]. The
structurally forbidden peak (indicating AFM order) disappeared at 500 K, above
the expected TN .

Figure 4.8: Left: Magnetic moment of samples with different copper flux (beam
equivalent pressure, BEP) measured at 300 K. Right: Ratio of Mn contributing
to MnAs at 300 K. The ratio of Mn contributing to MnAs was estimated by
assuming magnetization of MnAs ∼ 650 emu/cm3
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Figure 4.9: Magnetic characterization of CuMnAs with optimal parameters. No
net magnetic moment can be observed indicating that only negligible amount
of Mn atoms forms FM MnAs. The linear background reflects the diamagnetic
silicon substrate.

4.3.2 Structural Analysis

The structural properties were studied by combined X-Ray experimental and
computational method by P. Wadley (University of Nottingham) [147]. The space
group was determined as P4/nmn and the lattice parameters are a = b = 3.820 Å
and c = 6.318 Å.

The epitaxial layers were also studied by diffraction by D. Kriegner (JKU,
Linz) up to 500 K confirming the stability of the material as shown in Fig. 4.10.
The (002) Bragg reflection is seen unchanged after heating to 500 K (top blue
line in Fig. 4.10). Furthermore, the tetragonal arrangement was confirmed by
J. Gazquez (Oak Ridge National Lab) in Z-contrast scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy along CuMnAs [100] direction. The result is shown in Fig. 4.11,
showing well ordered atomically resolved tetragonal structure of CuMnAs.
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Figure 4.10: XRR study of CuMnAs structure after heating to 500 K. Mea-
surement performed by D. Kriegner (JKU, Linz) with Cu Kα1 radiation (unpub-
lished).

Figure 4.11: Z-contrast scanning transmission electron microscopy image of
CuMnAs. The bright atoms correspond to As and they form a triangular struc-
ture confirming the X-Ray results. After [24]
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4.3.3 Transport Characterization

A Hall bar fabricated from stoichiometric CuMnAs sample was measured in tem-
perature range 4 K - 300 K showing increasing resistivity with increasing temper-
ature. This confirms the density of state calculation [24] suggesting the tetragonal
CuMnAs is on the boundary between a semiconductor and a semimetal. Carrier
density estimated from the Hall measurement is 1.1×1022 cm−3, close to the num-
ber of atoms in the lattice. This is typical for metals and semimetals, consistent
with the prediction of the zero band gap.

4.4 Exchange Coupling on CuMnAs/Fe Inter-

face

The above mentioned experiments indicate that the stoichiometric CuMnA is
a room temperature AFM. In order to confirm its AFM order and to demon-
strate the basic functionality of the new material, an epitaxial bilayer of CuM-
nAs(30 nm)/Fe(3 nm) was prepared by in-situ growth and exchange coupling on
the interface was magnetically studied. Because of the high critical temperature
TN the SQUID was equipped by a high temperature insert. This allowed us to
perform measurements in the temperature range 300 K - 800 K.

CuMnAs/Fe sample was measured in a standard exchange bias procedure.
The sample was heated to temperature close to the TN of the AFM, cooled
in magnetic field to lower temperature (in our case 300 K) and then several
magnetization loops were measured. The same procedure was repeated with
the cooling field of the opposite polarity. In left panel of Fig. 4.12 we show an
exchange bias shift measured at 300 K after cooling in +0.5 T and -0.5 T. The
plotted data show a magnetization loop measured directly after cooling in field,
and the final (trained) magnetization loop. The exchange shift clearly persists
after training and remains symmetric with respect to zero magnetic field.

Figure 4.12: Left: Exchange bias at CuMnAs/Fe interface. Right: Effect of
training.

The effect of training was further studied after one particular cooling in nega-
tive magnetic field. The results are shown in Fig. 4.12 (right). The first measured
loop (solid line) shows clear exchange bias and exchange broadening. Both Heb
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and Hec are reduced after the second (trained) magnetization loop but still the
m(H) is clearly shifted with respect to zero magnetic field. Any further mag-
netization loop measured (3rd to 10th) did not change the exchange coupling
anymore, as indicated by stars in Fig. 4.12 (right). This result shows that the
exchange coupling is robust and once the sample is cooled in magnetic field the
exchange shift can not be erased by magnetic field cycles.

The measured exchange shift Heb was reproducible over several samples and
reached 20 - 30 Oe. Although this value is not large, it can not be explained by
a residual magnetic field in the superconductive magnet which is typically less
than 5 Oe, as can be found in the specifications of the instrument. Note that
also the stable exchange shift after the first training cycle is not consistent with
expected remnant field that should disappear after magnetic field cycling.

4.4.1 Temperature Dependence of Exchange Bias

Another important characteristics of exchange bias is the field cooling procedure.
In order to observe symmetric and robust exchange coupling sample needs to be
cooled from high enough temperature in vicinity or above TN of the AFM. We
have systematically measured exchange bias after cooling from different temper-
atures. As can be seen in Fig. 4.13, the characteristic Heb is observed only after
cooling from 430 K - 440 K (Fig. 4.13 (d),(e)). When cooling from temperature
lower than that, the exchange coupling appears but does not exhibit symmetric
shift when measured after cooling in magnetic field with opposite polarity.

Figure 4.13: Temperature dependence of exchange bias.

When the sample is cooled from 450 K the exchange bias suddenly disap-
pears and the sample does not exhibit any exchange coupling in any field cooling
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procedure anymore (Fig. 4.13 (f)). This can be attributed to the interface degra-
dation at elevated temperatures. As was observed also in other systems with thin
epitaxial Fe layer [148] high temperature can lead to permanent damage of the
interface, and consequently to disappearance of the exchange coupling effect. The
permanent structural changes of the interface were confirmed by temperature de-
pendent XRD by D. Kriegner (JKU, Linz). The result of XRD measurements is
shown in Fig. 4.14. It can be seen that up to 440 K the sample does not exhibit
any significant changes. Once, however, heated above 450 K, the (002) diffraction
peak develops a shoulder and finally splits into two distinct peaks which remain
when the sample is again measured at 300 K. Complementary XRR measurements
performed during the heating confirm that at the same time the roughness of the
CuMnAs/Fe interface changes irreversibly. Note, however, that the structural
changes are exclusively affecting the interface, because, as shown in Fig. 4.10,
CuMnAs itself is not affected at 500 K and the Fe layer does not exhibit clear
decrease of magnetic moment in SQUID.

Figure 4.14: Temperature dependent XRD of the epitaxial bilayer CuMnAs/Fe.
Structural change is observed when temperature increases above 450 K. The
change is irreversible as can be seen from data measured after cooling sample
back to 300 K. Measured by D. Kriegner, JKU Linz (unpublished).

4.4.2 Other Possible Sources of m(H) Shift

As already mentioned the remnant magnetic field in superconductive coil can be
excluded for several reasons. First argument is the robustness of the m(H) shift
after second and higher training loop. Another argument against the remnant
field is the effect of starting temperature from where the sample is cooled: rem-
nant field should not be affected, while for exchange coupling crossing TN is one
of the requirements. Last argument to be mentioned is the interface origin of
exchange shift, as shown in the previous section - the exchange coupling can be
destroyed by temperature induced changes on the interface, which could not be
explained by any persisting field in the magnetic coils.
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Other possible origin of exchange bias and exchange broadening could be
spin-glass phase on the CuMnAs/Fe interface. It is, however, known that spin
glass system exhibits only poor reproducibility when a field cooling experiment is
repeated. This is because of its multiple stable spin arrangements and a random
character of settling to these minima (as was described in the introduction).
Moreover training effect in spin glass/FM coupled system has usually very strong
effect and does not settle to a stable value after first training loop. All this is in
contrast with what was observed in CuMnAs/Fe interface.

4.5 Summary of CuMnAs Characterization

In this chapter a new material was described combing antiferromagnetic and
semimetallic-semiconductor properties. The epitaxially grown stoichiometric CuM-
nAs was shown to have zero net magnetic moment, and when prepared with Fe,
to exhibit exchange coupling effect. This is not only a proof of AFM ordered
spins in CuMnAs but also it serves as a first demonstration of a functionality of
the material. Exchange coupling was a first way of manipulating AFM moments
discussed in the previous chapter. Although the thickness of CuMnAs studied in
this chapter is too high, the proof of exchange coupling with a FM is an impor-
tant first step towards experiments similar to those performed in polycrystalline
IrMn/NiFe in Chap. 3.

Future prospects of AFM Semiconductors Beside the exchange coupling
two other ways to manipulate AFM moments were studied in Chap. 3: cooling
in magnetic field through TN and current induced torques. Recently, the two
methods have been demonstrated also in other AFM materials (including semi-
conductors).

One of the discussed techniques of AFM moments manipulation in IrMn was
cooling in magnetic field through the TN which sets the orientation of AFM
moments. This was already showed in another metallic AFM material - FeRh [8]
and very recently also in an antiferromagnetic semiconductor MnTe [22].

The last discussed way of AFM moment manipulation in the previous chapter
was by the current induced torques, which was also recently observed in CuMnAs
[110]. Although the mechanism behind these experiments is different than in case
of IrMn, the potential of AFM spins manipulation was shown and seems to open
a new route to possible application of AFM spintronics.
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Conclusion

The motivation for this thesis was to contribute to the emerging field of anti-
ferromagnetic spitronic research. In the two presented experimental chapters we
have focused on two problems that are actively studied: manipulation of the an-
tiferromagnetically coupled moments in a well known antiferromagnetic material
and development of new AFM materials suitable for AFM spintronics. The prob-
lems studied in this thesis may serve as a proof of principle of several important
concepts which can be employed in future work towards a device based on AFM
materials.

In Chapter 3 we investigated ways how to manipulate antiferromagnetic mo-
ments. Three different methods were presented and experimentally studied on
nanostructures comprising a thin film of metallic AFM, in our case a well known
Ir0.2Mn0.8.

The first presented way of manipulation of AFM spins is by the exchange
spring effect. This effect relies on the exchange coupling on the FM/AFM inter-
face; when an external magnetic field is applied, the magnetization of the FM
layer is manipulated and, under certain conditions, it can manipulate also the
AFM moments. We have shown that the exchange spring effect strongly depends
on the AFM thickness and the temperature of the measurement. Based on these
factors we have identified four different regions in the phase space of temperature
and AFM thickness.

The first region exists above blocking temperature of the exchange bias and
exchange broadening, where no AFM spins manipulation can be observed. The
second region covers the situation typical for a bulk AFM: the anisotropy of
AFM is strong and the coupling on the AFM/FM interface results in an additional
exchange field that causes increase of exchange bias. The AFM is, however, robust
and the AFM moments cannot be manipulated. These two situations typically
occur in very thin (∼ 1.5 nm) or very thick (above 10 nm) AFM layers at higher
temperatures. In the range of thicknesses between these two limits, which covers
the remaining two regions, the AFM moments can be manipulated. Depending
on thickness and temperature the AFM moments are either fully rotating with
the FM or they can be only partially rotated into a meta-stable state.

The wafers were studied by magnetometry and by TAMR transport experi-
ments and we have demonstrated that the data from these two methods can be
correlated [6]. Magnetometry was used to identify the most suitable thickness of
IrMn for a TAMR structure to exhibit spin-valve like signal at 300 K. We deter-
mined the range of IrMn thicknesses (∼4 -6 nm) where the AFM moments can
be rotated to meta-stable state at 300 K, and we have demonstrated that TAMR
signal is present. Unfortunately, we also discovered that due to the thermally in-
duced magnetic noise the IrMn moments can not be stabilized in this orientation;
instead, random switching of AFM moments was observed.

The second method of AFM moments manipulation relied on cooling an AFM
sample through the Neél temperature in magnetic field. We have shown that in
a sample comprising no FM layer AFM moments could be successfully manipu-
lated and TAMR signal was measured. The onset of magnetoresistance was in
agreement with the Neél temperature of a thin IrMn as was confirmed by an in-
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dependent measurement [7]. By the presented experiment we have demonstrated
the concept of AFM memory device containing no FM part.

The third method of AFM moment manipulation was based on spin orbit
torques. We have focused on experimental demonstration of current induced
torque on thin polycrystalline AFM interfaced with a proper heavy metal with
strong spin-orbit coupling, in our case Ta. According to theory prediction [111],
spin polarization caused by spin Hall effect in Ta should create a torque on ad-
jacent AFM moments. For sensitive measurement of non-ohmic effects we have
employed the second harmonic technique and we systematically analyzed the po-
tential contributions to the signal originating in current induced effective fields
and thermal gradients in the sample. We have shown that these contributions
can be separated by a symmetry analysis of the measured signal. In samples of
Ta/CoFeB and Ta/IrMn/CoFeB we experimentally demonstrated the presence
of the spin Seebeck effect and antidamping-like torque on CoFeB. Interestingly,
in the sample with IrMn, the antidamping-like torque on CoFeB was suppressed
above the Neél temperature of IrMn indicating that IrMn acts as an ordinary
heavy metal. Due to the opposite spin Hall angle of Ta and IrMn spin current
generated by spin Hall effect in these two heavy metals is competing and the
torque on CoFeB oscillates around zero. However, once the IrMn is antiferro-
magnetic, the torque on CoFeB is clearly increased. Considering the sign of the
effect, spin current from IrMn is dominating and the spin current from Ta is sup-
pressed. This indicates that the spin current from Ta can be absorbed by IrMn
moments.

To confirm the ability of AFM moments to absorb current induced torque
we have performed similar experiment with a sample comprising no FM layer.
The sample was cooled through the Neél temperature and it was shown that the
second harmonic signal appears at the Neél temperature and the signal splits
depending on the magnetic field orientation. Although the splitting was consis-
tently present in all measured samples, the reproducibility was limited due to
the grain and domain structure of IrMn films which did not settle to identical
arrangement under the same field cooling. Once the sample was cooled below the
critical temperature the second harmonic signal remained unchanged confirming
the AFM origin which is expected to be relatively insensitive to an external field
below TN . By these experiments we have demonstrated another possible way of
AFM moments manipulation which does rely neither on an exchange coupled FM
layer nor on cooling in an external field [139].

The three presented methods suggest a potential solution to one of the hurdles
in AFM spintronics - control of the orientation of AFM moments. The exchange
spring and cooling in field already demonstrated its functionality by being used as
a manipulation tool in TAMR spin-valve. In the exchange spring based device the
presence of a FM layer, however, would limit the potential of AFM spintronics.
The cooling in magnetic field is, on the other hand, time and energy consuming
and the presented experiment was only important to show the potential of AFM
only based device. Moreover the TAMR structure is very sensitive to material
thickness and temperature. The current induced torque manipulation would be
an elegant way to overcome these troubles, however, more research needs to be
done to have better control over the AFM moments orientation and eventual
tilting or switching in practical devices.
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While in the third chapter we have studied methods potentially interesting
for AFM spintronics, in the chapter 4 we have focused on new materials for AFM
spintronics, in particular on an AFM semimetal CuMnAs. It was shown that the
material can be prepared in either orthorhombic bulk state by chemical synthesis
[109] or in tetragonal epitaxial state [24]. In both cases we presented magne-
tometry data proving the AFM ordering in the sample and lack of net magnetic
moments. The stoichiometric epitaxial CuMnAs was also prepared in a bilayer
with Fe and it was shown that the two materials are exchange coupled. Although
the observed exchange coupling was relatively weak, we performed several control
experiments to confirm its origin at AFM/FM interface and to exclude potential
artifacts. We also studied thermal stability of the material and the interface, and
we have shown that the CuMnAs/Fe interface is destroyed by heating to temper-
atures above 450 K. These results were also confirmed by temperature dependent
X-ray. The results present a new promising material for AFM spintronics and its
first simple functionality.

Merging the two problems studied in chapter 3 and 4 is the next important
step in the AFM research. Although much thinner CuMnAs would be required to
exploit practically the exchange spring effect, the ability of a new AFM material to
couple with a FM is an important proof of concept experiment. The other studied
methods of AFM moments manipulation should be also applicable not only to
metals; very recently first experiments exploiting both cooling in field [22] and
current induced torques [110] in antiferromagnetic semiconductors/semimetals
appeared. The effects studied in the chapter 3 therefore should not be limited to
the Ir0.2Mn0.8 only; instead, they could be useful for the whole broad family of
AFM materials.
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A. Appendix

A.1 Measurement Instruments

A.1.1 SQUID

Quantum Design Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) [149]
MPMS XL-7 was employed to measure magnetic moment of a sample. SQUID
consists of two Josephson junctions including two superconductors coupled by
a small insulating layer called ’weak link’. A schematic picture of the circuit
is in the left panel in Fig. A.1. Magnetic flux measured by pickup coils gener-
ates a persistent current in the ring. The current is distributed equally between
two Josephson junctions in absence of a magnetic signal. When magnetic sig-
nal appears, flux through the pick-up coil generates a current through a coil in
one Josephson junction and a difference in output voltage across the Josephson
junctions is measured as an electric signal.

For more sensitive measurement up to 10−7 emu reciprocating sample option
(RSO) was employed. The schematic principle of RSO measurement is in the
right panel in Fig. A.1. This technique is based on a small periodic displacement
of a sample inside SQUID at low frequency, the movement of the sample results
in AC signal which is detected by the SQUID coils adding the high AC SQUID
sensitivity to a DC measurement.

For measurements in SQUID at temperatures above 400 K an oven option can
be installed, which enables measurements in the temperature range 310 K - 800 K.
The SQUID oven is inserted into the sample chamber, therefore it reduces the
dimension of a sample that can be measured. The oven option can be combined
with the RSO option for sensitive measurements up to high temperatures.

Sample mounting for SQUID Samples are mounted in plastic straws dur-
ing measurements within the temperature range 5 K - 400 K. Combinations of
multiple straws allows for orienting the sample in a desired directions including
out-of-plane direction. Samples are mounted in an aluminum foil and connect-
ed by a wire to a special metallic sample holder for SQUID measurements at
temperatures above 400 K.

A.1.2 Transport Measurements

Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) and Oxford
Instruments (OI) cryostat furnished with a 3D vector magnet were used to per-
form the magneto-transport measurements. Both systems are flow He cryostats
equipped by superconductive coils capable of magnetic fields of up to 9 T in
PPMS and magnetic field rotation of 2 T. Temperature of the system could be
regulated by two mechanisms: first, by adjusting a needle valve between the sam-
ple space and the liquid He reservoir; second by a heating element with its own
PID controller. Temperature in the OI cryostat was monitored simultaneously
by an in-build thermometer and a calibrated Cernox resistor attached to the cold
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Figure A.1: Principle of SQUID measurement. Left: SQUID consists of two
Josephson junction, each with two superconductors coupled by a weak link.
Right: A schematic sketch of RSO measurement. After [149, 150]

finger of the sample rod. PPMS system is capable to measure in the range 5 K -
400 K, OI cryostat between 4.2 K - 300 K.

Both cryostats use a vertical loading mechanism; a sample holder with rota-
tor was used for measurements in PPMS in order to apply magnetic field along
different directions with respect to the sample. Details about sample mounting
into various sample holders for transport measurement are in the Appendix A.3.
Quantum Design software was used to control temperature, magnetic field and
rotation angle in PPMS. LabVIEW and MATLAB programs controlled the con-
ditions and measurement in the OI cryostat. PPMS is equipped with its own
measurement units that were used to measure resistance and temperature. The
OI cryostat was accompanied by several additional instruments to apply volt-
age or current, process and read the signal. Various combinations of following
instruments were used: Agilent Parameter Analyzer, Keithley SMU units, Keith-
ley VMU units, HP AC current source, HP function generator, Standfort lock-in
amplifiers, voltage pre-amplifier.

A.2 List of Presented Samples

A.2.1 Exchange Spring Experiments

The wafers were grown in Hitachi, Japan on silicon wafers. For magnetometry
measurements the wafer was divided into 4 parts: one was not annealed, second
was annealed at 270◦, third at at 300◦ and fourth at 350◦. Same wafers were
grown for TAMR experiments, only finished with 10 nm Pt serving as the top
electrode. TAMR pillars were fabricated in Hitachi, Japan. Three different areas
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of pillars were provided: 1×2 µm2, 3×6 µm2 and 5×10 µm2. Many devices from
each wafer were measured showing similar properties.

wafer Ta/Ru/Ta (nm) NiFe (nm) IrMn (nm) MgO (nm)

J010 5/50/5 10 1.5 2.5
J020 5/50/5 10 3 2.5
W02043 5/50/5 10 3 2.5
W02044 5/50/5 10 4 2.5
W02045 5/50/5 10 5 2.5
W02046 5/50/5 10 7.5 2.5
W02047 5/50/5 10 10 2.5
W02048 5/50/5 0 10 2.5

Table A.1: Samples for exchange spring experiments.

A.2.2 Field Cooling Experiments

The wafers were grown and TAMR pillars were fabricated in LNESS, Como, Italy.
Wafers were annealed at 350◦. The area of the pillars ranged 4-100 µm2. Many
devices from each wafer were measured showing similar properties.

wafer Ta/Ru/Ta (nm) IrMn (nm) MgO (nm)

SIMM08 5/50/5 2 2.5
SIMM09 5/50/5 0 2.5

Table A.2: Samples for field cooling experiments.

A.2.3 Current Induced Torques Experiments

The wafers were grown in Hitachi, Japan on silicon wafers. Wafers were annealed
at 350◦. After SQUID characterization, Hall bars of dimensions 2×7 µm2 were
fabricated at Academy of Science, Prague; the fabrication is described in appendix
C.

wafer Ta (nm) IrMn (nm) CoFeB (nm) MgO (nm) AlOx (nm)

W02927 5 1 0 2.5 10
W02930 2 1 1 2.5 10
W03157 2 0 1 2.5 10

Table A.3: Samples for filed cooling experiments.

A.2.4 Epitaxial CuMnAs

Samples were prepared at the University of Nottingham, UK.
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wafer Cu flux caping % in MnAs

mn717 4.3×10−9 0 5.9
mn718 4.1×10−9 0 7.1
mn719 3.7×10−9 0 17
mn720 3.0×10−9 0 21
mn721 2.6×10−9 0 32
mn722 3.3×10−9 0 24
mn723 4.9×10−9 0 0.3
mn673 7.6×10−9 0 5.3
mn672 4.3×10−9 0 0
mn666 5.4×10−9 0 0
mn674 6.4×10−9 0 34
mn667 5.4×10−9 0 0
mn724 4.9×10−9 2 nm Fe -

Table A.4: Epitaxial CuMnAs samples.

A.3 Sample Mounting for Transport Measure-

ment

Samples were mounted to three different sample holders as illustrated on the
photography in Fig. A.2. Samples were glued by a silver paste and wire-bonded
by Aluminum wires on wedge wire-bonder. Special care was taken to avoid
electrostatic effects which could cause the sample damage, a grounding wrist band
was always used during sample manipulation. For the most sensitive samples
(tunnel junctions) even more precautions were taken - all the contact pads were
shorted by a wire before the sample was glued. Only after the samples was
wire-bonded and connected with to a grounded sample rod, shorting wires were
removed.

A.4 Lithography Processing

The Hall bars for detection of current induced effects were prepared from wafers
sputtered according our requirements in Hitachi, Japan. The fabrication process
included several steps that are listed in the following.

� Contacts paths. After cleaning by acetone in ultrasound bath, PMMA
resist was spinned on the bare wafer. By electron beam lithography the
contact paths and aligning marks were defined. PMMA was developed by
MBIK (in 1:3 solution with IPA) and potential small residual layer of the
resist were removed in an oxygen plasma. The oxide layers (MgO, AlOx)
were removed by maD331 optical developed and HCl (1:30 solution with
water). Directly after oxide removal, sample was place into evaporator.
150-300 nm of Aluminum was evaporated at working pressure ∼ 10−6 Torr.
Lift off in an acetone bath was made without use of ultrasound.

� Hall bar. Hall bars were defined in HSQ negative resist by electron beam
lithography. After exposition the resist was 5 minutes annealed at 300 K
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Figure A.2: Sample mounting for transport measurements. (a) Sample holder
for PPMS with an array of samples for TAMR junctions. The sample holder is
mounted to a sample rod that allows to rotate the sample 180◦ around one axis.
(b) Sample holder used for OI cryostat for type I sample rod with 8 contacts.
Thermal contacts is provided by pins connecting the chip carrier and the socket.
(c) PCB sample holder for IO cryostat for type II sample rod. On both side of
cold finger one PCB with 12 contacts can be mounted, therefore 24 contact is
available.

before developing by TMAH. Metallic layers were removed everywhere ex-
cept of the Hall bar and contacts by Argon plasma etching for 7-10 minutes
when Aluminum and HSQ resist served as a mask.

� Contact pads. In the last step contact pads were defined in PPMA by
electron lithography followed by 5 nm Chrom and 70 nm Gold deposition.

A.5 Expected Contribution to Second Harmon-

ic Signal

In this section we will describe our analysis of the potential contributions to the
second harmonic signal when magnetic field is rotated in the three planes. For this
purpose we will introduce more suitable angles valid for arbitrary field directions
as shown in Fig. A.3.

We consider following angular dependency of magnetotranport effects: ncAMR
is determined by the angle between the magnetization and current and has max-
imum/minimum when magnetization is along the current direction; cAMR de-
pends on the angle of magnetization from the z-direction and it has a maximum
for the out-of-plane magnetization direction. AHE is maximal when magnetiza-
tion points out-of-plane of the sample and minimal when magnetization rotates
180◦. tAMR has symmetry of AMR with maximum/minimum at −45◦/ + 45◦

When magnetization rotates in-plane of the sample ncAMR and tAMR con-
tributes to the measured signal. When magnetization rotates in x-z plane, Rxy

signal is dominated by AHE and the Rxx signal contains contribution from both
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Figure A.3: Definition of angles for general evaluation of terms contributing to
second harmonics. M is magnetization, θ and φ are the spherical coordinates of
the magnetization and the Ω is angle between magnetization and current direction
(x).

cAMR and ncAMR, which in our particular case nearly cancel each other. When
magnetization rotates in y-z plane, Rxy is dominated by AHE and Rxx contains
only cAMR contribution. Formally these effects can be summarized as

RAHE = rAHE cos θ (A.1)

RtAMR = rncAMR |sin θ| sin(2φ) (A.2)

RncAMR = rncAMR cos(2Ω) (A.3)

RcAMR = rcAMR sin2 θ, (A.4)

where θ, φ, ω are the angles of the magnetization as defined in Fig. A.3. Prefactors
rAHE, rnc, rc correspond to magnitudes of AHE, ncAMR and cAMR.

The magnetization follows total magnetic field that is given by sum of external
magnetic field H0 and current induced effective field Heff . The contribution
to Heff are of two origins. First is the Rashba effective field HRA which is
independent on the magnetization direction and in our geometry acts in the y
direction because HRA ∼ j × z. The second effective field is originating in anti-
damping like torque (AD) and the corresponding effective field HAD depends on
the magnetization direction as HAD ∼M × j × z = M × y. Both the HRA and
HAD are current density dependent.

Therefore the vector Heff is

Hef =

−Mz.HAD.j
HRA.j

Mx.HAD.j

 =

 −cos(θ).HAD.j
HRA.j

sin(θ) cos(φ).HAD.j

 (A.5)

.
Magnetization direction is given by a vector m

m =

H0 sin θH cosφH −HADj cos θH
H0 sin θH sinφH +HRAj

H0 cos θH +HADj sin θH cosφH

 (A.6)
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where H0 is the amplitude of applied field and θH and φH are angles of the
external magnetic field.

The second harmonics signal detects a small variations of the resistance caused
by the AC current, therefore it is proportional to dR/dj, which, following Eq.A.1-
A.4, is given by

dRAHE

dj
= −rAHE sin θ

dθ

dj
(A.7)

dRtAMR

dj
= rnc

{
cos θ sgn (sin θ) sin(2φ)

dθ

dj
+ 2 |sin θ| cos(2φ)

dφ

dj

}
(A.8)

dRncAMR

dj
= −2rnc sin(2Ω)

dΩ

dj
(A.9)

dRcAMR

dj
= 2rc sin θ cos θ

dθ

dj
. (A.10)

The angles φ and θ can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as

θ = arccos(
mz√

m2
x +m2

y +m2
z

) (A.11)

φ = arctan(
my

mx

), (A.12)

the current induced fields can be normalized as hAD = HAD/H0, hRA = HRA/H0.
The current induced change of the magnetization angle in our system is very

small (cannot be detected by the first harmonics) and only can be measured in
the second harmonic signal. This means that in the following we will assume
θH ∼ θ and φH ∼ φ. After considering hAD � 1 and hRA � 1, we obtain

dθ

dj
= −hAD cos(φ)sgn(sin(θ)) + hRA cos(θ)sin(φ) (A.13)

dφ

dj
=

hRA cos(φ) + hAD cos(θ) sin(φ)

sin(φ)
(A.14)

dΩ

dj
=

hADcos(θ) + hRA sin(φ) cos(φ) sin2(θ)√
1− sin2(θ) cos2(φ)

(A.15)

(A.16)

.
When we insert these equations into the Eq. A.7-D.10 we obtain the following

general expressions for the contributions to the second harmonic signal

dRAHE

dj
= −rAHE(hAD sin θ cosφ− hRA cos θ sinφ) (A.17)

dRtAMR

dj
= rncAMR(−hAD cos θ cosφ sin(2φ) + hRA sin(2φ) sinφ cos2(φ)

+2 cos(2φ) sgn(sin θ)(hRA cosφ+ hAD cos θ sinφ)) (A.18)

dRncAMR

dj
= −2rncAMR sin(2Ω)

hAD cos θ + hRA sinφ cosφ sin2 θ√
1− sin2 θ cos2 θ

(A.19)

dRcAMR

dj
= rcAMR(−hAD cosφ+ hRA cos θ sinφ) (A.20)
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Rotation plane angle φ θ Ω
XY α α ≡ φ 90 φ
XZ β 0 β ≡ θ 90-θ
YZ γ 90 γ ≡ θ 90

Table A.5: Angles for particular planes of rotation.

The transverse (Rxy) and longitudinal (Rxx) signals were measured for field
rotations in three planes. The in-plane rotation of magnetic field (xy ≡ α), the
out-of-plane to along the bar rotation (xz ≡ β) and the out-of plane to perpen-
dicular to the bar (yz ≡ γ) . For the particular rotation the general expressions
A.17-A.20 can be simplified by considering that some angles are constant, as
summarized in Tab. A.5.

Apart of the current induced torques, current induced heating is also reflected
in the second harmonic signal. In principle we have to consider two thermal
gradients, first in z direction ∆Toop (caused by heat transfer from the metallic
layers), second in x direction ∆Tip (caused by geometry of the device). ∆Toop can
contribute to the magnetization dependence of the second-harmonic Rxy and Rxx

signals without having induced any tilt of the magnetization out of the equilibrium
direction. This can be due to the Anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) or the spin
Seebeck effect (SSE). Both effects have the same symmetry with the maximum
contribution when the magnetization is in-plane. ∆Tip can contribute to the
second-harmonic Rxy signal via the ANE. The maximum contribution in this
case is for the out-of-plane magnetization.

Apart of current induced field, Oersted field generated by the current can be
present. The Oersted field would have the same symmetry as Rashba field and
therefore in the following tables Rashba field and Oersted field are included under
common name HF .

By taking all above into account we can summarize the expected signal in
second harmonics into Tab. A.6 and Tab. A.7.

R2ω
xy α β γ

RAHE rAHEHAD cosα r̄AHEHAD sin β −r̄AHEHF sin γ cos γ
RtAMR rncAMR2HF cos(2α) cosα r̄ncAMR2HF sgn(sin β) −r̄ncAMR2HAD sgn(sin γ) cos γ
thermal rSSE∆Toop cosα rSSE∆Toop sin β rANE∆Tip cos γ

+rANE∆Tip cos β

Table A.6: Contributions to the second harmonic signal in Rxy resulting from the
various effects discussed in the text.

R2ω
xx α β γ

RncAMR −rncAMR2HF sin(2α) cosα −r̄ncAMR2HAD sin(2β) 0
RcAMR 0 −r̄cAMRHAD sin(2β) 2r̄cAMRHF sin(2γ) cos γ
thermal rSSE∆Toop sinα 0 rSSE∆Toop sin γ

Table A.7: Contributions to the second harmonic signal in Rxx.

These tables summarize the expected contribution to the second harmonics
signal including the angular dependency when the magnetization rotates in one
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of the three planes. The ri and r̄i coefficients are calibrated using the AHE and
AMR measurements by considering the total magnetic field including applied
magnetic field and the anisotropy field. The anisotropy field is not negligible
when magnetization rotates to out-of-plane direction, as was show above. The
current induced effective fields HAD and HF can be obtained from the measured
second-harmonic transport signals by decomposing the data into the individual
angle-dependent terms expected from Tab. A.7 and Tab. A.6.
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